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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
US ARMY CONCEPTS ANALYSIS AGENCY

0120 WOODMONT AVENUE

OBETHESDA, MARYLAND 20014

ATTlENTrION OP

CSCA-RQN 28 May 1981

MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD

SUBJECT: Integrated Warfare Requirements Methodology (IWRM) -
Feasibility Study (Phase I)

I. Reference Memorandum, CSCA-RQN, 3 November 1980, subject: Directive
for Integrated Warfare Requirements Methodology (IWRM) Project.

2. In accordance with referenced tasking, the US Army Concepts Analysis
Agency initiated a study to determine the feasibility of developing a
near-term methodology capable of addressing integrated warfare war reserve
requirements at theater-level. This was designed to be the first in a
phased sequence of efforts culminating in the production of integrated
warfare ammunition and wartime replacement factor (WARF) data to support
POM 84-88.

3. The purpose of the attached report is to provide the results of
Phase I, the Methodology Feasibility Study. Phases II and III, Method-
ology Development and Application, respectively, have been deferred for
one year to coincide with, and support, the initial integrated warfare
requirements study projected by the Director of Requirements, Office of
the Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations and Plans, HQDA. In the interim,
follow-on efforts will continue to update and refine the methodological
alternatives presented. Questions and/or inquiries should be directed to
Chief, Nuclear and Chemical Analysis Group (ATTN: CSCA-RQN), Requirements
Directorate, US Army Concepts Analysis Agency, 8120 Woodmont Avenue,
Bethesda, MD 20014.

1 Incl B. ATKESON
as " Major General, USA

Commanding
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SUMMARY

1. BACKGROUND. In Oc.ober 1980, a project team from the Requirements
Directorate, US Army Concepts Analysis Agency (CAA) was constituted to
conduct a study to determine the feasibility of combining or aggregating
currently available models and methodologies to develop an integrated
warfare requirements methodology (IWRM). The anticipated use of this
methodology was the support of an integrated warfare excursion for the
FY 84-88 POM. At that time, no decision had been made within Head-
quarters, Department of the Army, to task CAA for an integrated warfare
excursion.

2. OBJECTIVE. After the study was initiated, the Director of Require-
ments, Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations and Plans
(ODCSOPS), Department of the Army, deferred the consideration of inte-
grated warfare requirements to a European FY 90 integrated requirements
study with a projected study start date of January 1983. The study ob-
jective was amended accordingly.

3. METHODOLOGY. The study examined current requirements methodologies
in the context of their ability to simulate an integrated warfare envi-
ronment and the degree to which they couid produce integrated require-
ments data. Alternative component models and proposed interfaces were
then considered to expand the capabilities of these methodologies to the
level of producing integrated requirements data. The study then grouped
the variant methodologies produced to develop four sets of feasible al-
ternative methodological solutions. Feasible alternatives were then
evaluated quantitatively (i.e., for the estimated technical effort re-
quired for methodology development) and qualitatively (i.e., for their
degree of satisfaction of selected criteria).

4. OBSERVATIONS

a. The development of an integrated warfare requirements methodology
to support an FY 90 integrated requirements study, commencing in January
1983, appears feasible.

b. All four methodological approaches have feasible variants; how-
ever, the division level, 24-hour combat sample and the CEM/NUFAM III
alternatives appear to have a more advantageous balance of quantitative
and qualitative factors.

c. In light of the possibility of improvements in current simula-
tions between the completion of this feasibility study and the initia-
tion of methodology development, the selection of one alternative as the
preferred alternative at this time would be premature.

d. the methodological approaches considered in this study are con-
sidered to be suitable interim approaches until the hierarchy of inte-
grated warfare models envisioned under the Army Model Improvement Pro-
gram (AMIP) are fully operational.

v
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INTEGRATED WARFARE REQUIREMENTS METHODOLOGY,
PHASE I - FEASIBILITY STUDY

(IWRM)

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1-1. BACKGROUND. Chief of Staff Memorandum (CSM) 80-11-21, dated 19
August 1980, in implementing the recomnmendations of the 1980 Tactical
Nuclear System Program Review, tasked the US Army Concepts Analysis
Agency (CAA) to develop an implementing plan and milestones for the de-
velopment of wartime replacement factor (WARF) rates for the integrated
battlefield. An examir.tion of this task, in conjunction with stated
and implied tasks in ongoing and anticipated CAA studies, demonstrated
the need for an interim methodology capable of supporting ammunition
rate, stockpile, and force structuring analyses in an integrated envi-
ronment and complementing efforts to develop a method of generating in-
tegrated scenarios. This need was presented to the CAA Technical Review
Board (TRB) by the Director of Requirements, CAA, on 8 October 1980 with
a recommendation that a priority effort be initiated to develop an in-
terim capability pending the full implementation of the Army Model Im-
provement Program (AMIP). A study directive in the form of a memorandum
for Director, Requirements (Appendix B) was signed by the Commander,
CAA, on 3 November 1980. At the time the study was initiated, a deci-
sion as to the inclusion of an integrated warfare excursion in the War
Reserve Requirements, P-88 Study had not been made by the Director of
Requirements, Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations and
Plans, Department of the Army (ODCSOPS, DA). The study directive re-
flects CAA's best estimate of the most immediate possible application of
an Integrated Warfare Requirements Methodology (IWRM) at the time the
study was proposed to the TRB.

1-2. PURPOSE. The purpose of this study is to examine the capabilities
of current models and methodologies in the context of developing re-
quirements data in an integrated warfare environment and to determine
the feasibility of combining their best features to develop an interim
theater level integrated requirements methodology.

1-3. OBJECTIVES

a. The objectives of this study were, initially:

(1) Phase I. To determine the feasibility of developing an inte-
grated warfare requirements methodology that will support war reserve
and force structuring analyses and compute requirements for a 30-day pe-
riod of integrated warfare, considering the need for:

1-1
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(a) Conventional ammunition rates.

(b) Chemical ammunition rates (division level systems).

(c) Theater expenditures of designated nuclear warheads.

(d) Wartime replacement factor rates for major systems and
.elected notional iLems from five vulnerability categories.

(2) Phase II (upon approval of the-feasibility study results, if
f2asibility is shown). To be prepared to develop an integrated warfare
requirements methodology in time to support POM 84-88 with an integrated
excursion of the War Reserve Requirements, P-88 Study.

(3) Phase III. To be prepared to apply the integrated warfare re-
quirements methodology to develop integrated requirements data in sup-
port of POM 84-88.

b. During the course of the study, the sponsor of the War Reserve
Requirements, P-88 Study (DAMO-RQR) determined that an integrated excur-
sion would be premature considering the status of .-ojects to refine the
data and scenarios essential to support that effort. The tasking of CAA
was deferred until January 1983. An FY 90 integrated requirements study
for the European theater is presently programed as the first application
of an integrated warfare requirements methodology. In view of this
decision, the objectives were adjusted to:

(1) Phase I (to 2 Apr 81). Examine the feasibility of developing
an integrated warfare requirements methodology capable of supporting a
European FY 90 integrated requirements study commencing in January 1983.

(2) Phase II (o/a 1 Apr 82 - 1 Jan 83). Given feasibility, de-
velop the methodology to support such an analysis.

(3) Phase III (o/a 1 Jan 83 - study completion . Apply the inte-
grated warfare requirements methodology to determine integrated FY 90
European war reserve requirements.

c. For the purpose of this report, the principal goal is to accom-
plish the Phase I (feasibility study portion) objective, as restated in
paragraph b(1) above.

d. In consideration of other efforts to develop integrated scenarios
4 and integrated force structuring analyses and the possibility of unpro-

gramed studies which may arise as weapons developments exhibit a need
for stockpile or integrated requirements data, a supporting objective of
this study is to develop a source of information to facilitate the simu-
lation of integrated warfare.

1-2
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1-4. SCOPE. in accordance with the guidance at Appendix B, the scope
of the feasibility study was limited to the examination of methodologi-
cal approaches and models applicable to the determination of theater
level war reserve requirements. The study was oriented toward the use
of proven methods of accumulating the effects of combat activity (i.e.,
combat samples, continuous combat) and high and low resolution models
which have been successfully demonstrated. In the course of developing
alternative methodologies for evaluation, it became apparent that the
potential of the Concepts Evaluation Model (CEM) had not been fully ex-
plored; consequently, the restriction prohibiting the inclusion of CEM
was removed.

1-5. LIMITATIONS

a. In conformance with the agreement at the 8 October 1980 TRB that
the study effort would not require the commitment of resources of CAA
directorates other than RQD, and in consideration of the need for the
expeditious development of a first generation integrated requirements
capability, the study team sought to restrict the alternative methodo-
logical approaches to those that had the potential for prompt develop-
ment.

b. As indicated in Chapter 2, paragraph 2-2, the evaluation of
methodological systems was focused on the activities of analysts in pro-
ducing the components and interfaces required for methodology develop-
ment and qualitative assessments of anticipated methodology performance.

1-6. CONSTRAINTS

a. Presentation of Results. The findings of Phase I (Feasibility
Analysis) were scheduled for presentation to the TRB on 2 April 1981.

b. Completion Date of Written Report. As a result of the 2 April
1981 presentation to the TRB, the target date for the completion of this
written report was set as 18 May 1981. At the direction of the Director
of Requirements, CAA, this written report has been completed in study
report format.

c. Derived Constraints. The following constraints were imposed by
the capabilities, limitations, or requirements of principal data
sources, external to CAA, as discussed in Chapter 2, paragraph 2-2g.

(1) The results of an ongoing qualitative research requirement are
required before the current 22 conventional vulnerability categories
used in the development of WARF rates can be restructured to conform to
nuclear effects. This omission limits the development of WARF rates to
major items and a sampling of notional minor items.

1-3
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(2) Completion of AMSAA and TRADOC efforts to define the nature
and magnitude of factors for the simulation of the degradation of unit
effectiveness due to chemical attack is required before model modifica-
tions to incorporate these factors can be accomplished.

1-7. ASSUMPTIONS (Note: methodology development assumptions are listed
in Chapter 2, paragraph 2-2.)

a. A methodology which develops integrated warfare requirements data
for division level systems will be assumed sufficient.

b. A 30-day European scenario will be assumed to support methodology
development (Appendix D).

c. Assume chemical weapons will be employed continuously after their
initial use.

d. Assume both pulse and continuous employment of nuclear weapons in
determining methodology sensitivity to scenarios.

e. Assume no effects from nuclear fallout or chemical cloud drift.

f. For the purpose of programing resources for development, assume
methodology development will be accomplished by a five-man team.

1-8. DECISION PROCESS

a. Guidance. Guidance as to the quantitative and qualitative fac-
tors to Fe used in evaluating alternative methodological approaches is
listed in paragraph 5 of Appendix B.

b. Methodology. Chapter 2 describes the traditional conventional
and nuclear requirements methodologies and the derivation of the alter-
native methodological approaches. Appendices E through K describe the
component simulations and data processors and identify points of inter-
face for the integration of conventional, chemical, and nuclear rou-
tines. Although the methodological approaches proposed as alternatives
generally involve the same high and low resolution simulations and data
processors used in current conventional and nuclear analyses, they are
aggregated or augmented in unique combinations that merge heretofore
separate capabilities.

c. Evaluation. Chapter 3 describes the evaluation process and re-
ports the evaluation results.

1-4
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CHAPTER 2

METHODOLOGY

2-1. INTRODUCTION. The purpose of this study was to determine the fea-
sibility of developing a methodology capable of providing requirements
data in an integrated warfare environment. This was accomplished by
examining candidate mixes of high and low resolution simulations and
data pre- and postprocessors in the context of simulating combat in an
integrated environment (Appendix D) and evaluating them in terms of
their ability to produce the desired data using models currently in use
within CAA (or that could be operational on the UNIVAC 1100/82 with a
reasonable effort). These candidate mixes were evaluated both in terms
of time and resources required for methodology development and in terms
of key qualitative factors.

2-2. METHODOLOGY

a. General. The systems under examination in this study are mix-
tures of models (high and low resolution simulations) and data proces-
sors designed to accept scenarios, compositions of opposing forces, wea-
pon-target engagement priorities, ammunition expenditure criteria, and
tactical and strategic deployments which will portray an environment of
theater level integrated warfare. They will produce ammunition rates or
expenditures and wartime replacement factors (WARF) which reflected that
environment (the formulae defining these data are shown in FiS.re 2-1).
These systems were developed by analyzing the capabilities jf current
war reserve methodologies and models and augmenting or modifying them to
develop the desired features of an integrated warfare requirements
methodology. These systems will be evaluated in terms of quantitative
and qualitative factors as specified in paragraph 5 of the study direc-
tive at Appendix B.

2-1
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ob Total Rounds Fired
Ammunition Ratea' buber of days in time period x avg

theater TOE authorization

Wartime Replacement Factorc = Total Nonrepairable Losses
Number of days in time period x avg

theater TOE authorization

Theater Expendituresd, e = Number of rounds/warheads expended in
theater during time period.

qa

acomputed for conventional ammunition by weapon (e.g., 155 HOW) and

type round (e.g., HE) in terms of rounds/tube/day.

bComputed for chemical ammunition by weapon and agent in terms of
rounds/tube/day.

CComputed for specified item (e.g., TANK, XM1, 120mm) in terms of
losses/system/day.

dcomputed for chemical rounds by weapon/agent.

eComputed for nuclear warheads by weapon/yield.

Figure 2-1. War Reserve Requirements Data
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b. The Rates Generation Process. The traditional process by which
conventional ammunition rates and WARF have been derived is shown in the
flowchart at Figure 2-2. This process has been followed in recent re-
quirements analyses but will be improved for the NATO 84-88 POM require-
ments. The improved methodology will use the Combat Sample Generator
(COSAGE), a stochastic, discrete event, high resolution simulation, to
replace the current mix of high resolution models (usually referred to
as the AMMORATES Models) for the function of generating combat samples.
Also, it will replace the Theater Rates Model (TRM) with an Ammunition
Postprocessor (APP) which better employs attrition data from the Con-
cepts Evaluation Model (CEM) in developing the equivalent stylized days
used in the calculation of ammunition rates. All components of both the
traditional and the improved versions were considered by the study team
in this feasibility analysis. Descriptions of the AMMORATES models,
COSAGE, TRM, CEM, and APP are presented in Appendices E, F, H, J, and I,respectively.

c. Conventional Requirements Model Limitations. The traditional re-
quirements methodology uses attrition and expenditure data derived from
one set of killer/victim (K/V) scoreboards to support uninterruptible
180-day conventional warfare combat simulations. When examined in the
context of a type integrated warfare scenario and the considerations
discussed in Appendix D, it becomes apparent that the limitations of the
present models preclude an acceptable simulation of warfare in an inte-
grated environment.

(1) CEM Limitations

(a) CEM is limited to accepting the data from one set of K/V
scoreboards. A minimum of two sets (conventional/chemical and nuclear/
conventional/chemical) would be required for the most fundamental inte-
grated scenario.

(b) CEM does not have integrated logic. The model has no func-
tion to accept the predetermined criteria that would cause the execution
of a nuclear pulse.

(c) CEM is not interruptible. This precludes the use of gamer

interface to overcome the absence of integrated logic.

(2) AMMORATES/COSAGE Limitations

(a) There is no current capability to perform the target acqui-
sition, fire planning, and casualty/damage assessment functions for nu-
clear delivery systems.

K (b) There is no current capability to allow nuclear, chemical,
and conventional rounds to compete for targets.

2-3
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(c) Stylized arrays are not compatible with the application of
collateral damage criteria against a discrete population base.

(d) There is no current capability to represent the degradation
of unit capabilities resulting from chemical attack.

d. The Nuclear Requirements Methodology (NUREM). The most recent
CAA study generating nuclear stockpile data was the Theater Nuclear
Force Requirements - 1984 Study (short title: NUREQ-84). The flowchart
for this methodology is shown at Figure 2-3. This methodology will be
improved by the replacement of the Nuclear Fire Planning and Assessment
Model II (NUFAM II) with NUFAM III, which will incorporate a target ac-
quisition routine previously done off-line and adds the capability of
chemical fire planning and assessment. Descriptions of NUFAM and the
theater level conventional war game used in NUREQ-84 (TARTARUS IV) are
presented in Appendices G and K, respectively.

e. Nuclear Requirements Model Limitations. The NUREM II methodology
developed a conventional warfare situation using TARTARUS IV. Upon the
determination that a nuclear pulse was to be employed, the opposing
forces were positioned in terrain oriented arrays, and NUFAM II was used
to develop nuclear expenditure and attrition data. Conventional losses
were taken from TARTARUS. Although this methodology is compatible with
the majority of the characteristics outlined in Appendix D, the limita-
tions of the models used preclude the development of required rates as
defined in Figure 2-1.

(1) TARTARUS IV Limitations

(a) Conventional ammunition expenditures are provided in terms
of tons/weapon category. This level of resolution is insufficient to
develop ammunition rates.

(b) Equipment losses are provided in terms of overall loss per
weapon category (e.g., all tanks). This level of resolution is insuffi-
cient to develop WARF rates for specific items within weapons catego-
ries.

(2) NUFAM Limitation. As used in NUREQ-84, NUFAM was applied to
terrain oriented arrays. The targeting of company level subunits
against specific terrain and population centers in scenarios having mul-
tiple pulses (as outlined in Appendix D) would produce an excessive op-
erational burden.

2-5
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f. Methodology Development Assumptions. Numerous high and low reso-
lution simulations were examined as candidates in alternative methodo-
logical approaches which attempted to combine the best attributes of
current methodologies. As the shortcomings in these current methodolo-
gies developed the need for alternative component models and modifica-
tions to the method of employing the current component models, it became
necessary to assume conditions that would reasonably portray those that
will exist at the time metnodology development will begin.

(1) Alternative theater level simulations selected for examination
would be available for production runs on the CAA 1100/82 by the time
methodology development is initiated.

(2) In the absence of acceptable theater level simulations, or as
q an alternative to such simulations, manual war games could develop the

data required to support methodology variants using the TRM for the gen-
eration of ammunition rates.

(3) CEM can be operated in successive runs to effectively produce
a gamer input capability. Each run would consist of two stages: the
first stage being of such duration to assure the conditions for N-day
are developed, the second stage (using the same input deck as the first)
of such duration as to terminate on the N-day determined in stage one
for the purpose of incorporating the results of off-line integrated war-
fare analyses. This method of operation would require the development
of a utility program to sum the expenditure and attrition data developed
by the postprocessors and off-line analyses for the development of rates
based on the total time period of the simulation.

(4) COSAGE will be complete (to include all second stage enhance-
ments) and fully operational at the time methodology development is in-
itiated.

(5) Time is available to complete modeler training, for the high
and low resolution simulations chosen, before initiation of methodology
development.

(6) Analyst time expended in the development of data, doctrine,
arrays, and scenarios is not accountable in the category of resources
expended for methodology development.

g. Relevant Constraints. The following constraints relate to the
availabilty of relevant data from sources outside CAA.

(1) The development of WARF rates for the numbers of LIN items
currently produced by conventional studies is facilitated by the group-
ing of items of equipment into 22 vulnerability categories. All items
in a category have about the same vulnerability to Red conventional
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weapons in terms of lethal area relationships. The validity of these
groupings when nuclear blast, thermal, and radiation effects are con-
sidered is intuitively questionable. A qualitative research requirement
ýQRR) for nuclear effects information was submitted to the US Army Nu-
clear and Chemical Agency on 21 November 1980 requesting the data to
support the development of vulnerability categories compatible with nu-
clear effects. Until these categories are developed, the scope of WARF
dita provided by methodologies considered in this study will be limited
to WARF rates for major items and a sampling of notional minor items.

(2) The modeling of chemical degradation factors to represent unit
operations in mission oriented protective postures requires data as to
the nature and degree that unit effectiveness is degraded as a function
of MOPP. It is possible to simulate chemical degradation in terms of
additional unit casualties, reduced movement rates and rates of fire,
reductions in weapon accuracy, or through the use of barriers and ter-
rain that produce an equivalent constraint to unit operations. It is
impractical to model every factor if one predominant factor will accu-
rately simulate the effects of chemical degradation. Until more data is
developed, the modeling of chemical degradation must either be omitted
or based on gross estimates. AMSAA and the US Army Chemical School have
ongoing efforts to develop data in this area.

2-3. METHODOLOGICAL ALTERNATIVES

a. General. To capitalize on the potential of current methodolo-
gies, both combat samples and continuous combat type alternatives (a
continuous combat methodology is one that develops actual attrition and
expenditure data directly from the units gamed during the simulation on
a continuous (daily) basis. This differs from combat sample methodolo-
gies which develop representative (or stylized) data by summing equiva-
lent stylized days derived from combat samples on completion of the
simulation) were selected as bases for methodology development. Within
the category of combat sample methodologies, alternatives based on both
division and corps level samples, of 24 and 72 hours' duration, respec-
tively, were developed. The former was considered on the basis of de-
creased operation and training time and consistency with the current
conventional methodology. The latter was considered on the basis of the
needs to consider the interrelationships between the corps scheme of
maneuver and nuclear fire planning, the extended time required for the
development of corps level tactical operations, and the consideration of
time lines associated with the release of nuclear weapons. In view of
the ultimate development of an integrated FORCEM (the improved CEM used

4 in the implementation of the Army Model Improvement Program has been
designated FORCEM) and the strengths and potentials associated with that
simulation, a CEM-based alternative was included for consideration. In
all, a total of four alternative methodologies were examined, each hav-
ing multiple variants according to the availability of potential compo-
nent models. The alternative methodologies considered are shown in Fi-
gures 2-4 through 2-7.
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b. Combat Sample Methodology - Division Level 24-hour Sample (Figure
_2-). This alternative uses successive applications of NUFAM III and
COSAGE to develop integrated combat samples. Two samples, one conven-
tional/chemical and one totally integrated, were considered as a base-
line for methodology development. Stylized arrays depicting Blue divi-
sions in the traditional postures of Attack, Defense Intense, Defense
Light and Delay and opposing Red forces are used in the NUFAM III model
to produce integrated attrition in expenditure data. The attrited ar-
rays are then used in COSAGE to simulate conventional combat operations,
and resultant data is combined with that produced by the integrated
phase to develop the integrated combat samples. Information from the
integrated combat samples is provided to both the theater model and the
postprocessors. High resolution attrition data is used in the theater
model with force deployments along the FEBA to generate a theater sce-
nario. This scenario provides a record of the portion of each day that
the Blue force is in each of the combat postures and the level of oppos-
ing Red forces. It also determines the days on which the totally inte-
grated combat sample will be used to depict a nuclear pulse. Theater
scenario data is provided to the Theater Rates Model (the first of two
ammunition postprocessors) with killer/victim scorebuards developed in
the integrated high resolution simulation to produce equivalent stylized
days of combat (ESD), by posture, for the development of ammunition
rates by the Rates Generator Model (RGM). These ESDs, in conjunction
with high resolution expenditure data, are used to compute theater ex-
penditures when the development of rates is not applicable. Additional
information as to the characteristics and functions of the postproces-
sors used (TRM and RGM) are provided in Appendixes H and I. Wartime re-
placement factor data are developed as shown in Appendix J, Figure J-1.
This alternative differs from the conventional methodology in that inte-
grated attrition data must be manually incorporated into the losses by
equipment vulnerability category before combat losses by LIN item are
developed as input to the Equipment Loss Consolidator. Additionally,
TRM direct fire attrition data is used for the development of major item
WARF. This is not commensurate with direct fire attrition data pre-
sently developed by CEM.
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c. Combat Sample Methodology - Corps Level 72-hour Sample (Figure
2-5). This alternative develops an integrated combat sample using a
series of high resolution division level simulations to build a Corps
Level, 72-hour battle which portrays an expected mix of co.ibat opera-
tions. A supporting 72-hour scenario and sets of Corps and division
level stylized arrays are required. The scenario (gamer developed) will
determine the mission and combat posture of the Corps and its divisions,
by day, and determine the timing of the release of nuclear weapons.
Three Corps level stylized arrays, matching the postures determined in
the gamer developed scenario, are required to support the simulation.
Resolution of subordinate units to company level is required for compat-
ibility with NUFAM III. One division in each Corps array would be fur-
ther defined to develop a set of division level arrays for input to COS-
AGE to represent the division postures determined by the scenario. Theq simulation would use COSAGE to develop the combat situation by division
by day and produce data forthe development of a composite killer/victim
scoreboard and ammunition expenditure. On nuclear or chemical days, NU-
FAM III would be applied prior to COSAGE gaming, and COSAGE arrays up-
dated by the transfer of data from the Sub Unit Status File (SUSF) used
with NUFAM III to the COSAGE unit files. As COSAGE is a 24-hour simula-
tion, it does not reflect the infusion of end of day replacements and
end of day changes to unit orders. Consequently, COSAGE orders and unit
files must be updated before successive days of combat are simulated.
The attrition and expenditure data produced during these simulations
must be summed to produce a Corps Level 72-hour combat sample. The use
of this combat sample is similar to that outlined in paragraph b, above,
except that one mix of unit postures over a 72-hour period is used in
place of the four distinct division postures. Accordingly, the scenario
of combat activity and equivalent stylized days of combat would reflect
variations of one posture as opposed to summing the variations of four.
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d. Continuous Combat Methodology (Figure 2-6). This alternative is a
modification of the NUREM II methodology which adds a high resolution
phase to attain the degree of resolution required to produce require-
ments data for conventional and chemical ammunition. Corps arrays pro-
vide the force data for the theater model which, by Corps, develops the
composition and posture of subordinate divisions on a daily basis. On
gamer determined nuclear days, nuclear attrition and expenditure data
are developed by the application of the NUFAM III model at Corps level.
The attrited corps array is then examined by division to determine the
best fit with a set (library) of division level combat samples. (These
samples, depicting conventional/chemical warfare, are similar to those
developed in the Division Combat Sample Methodology.) When a reasonable
fit occurs, the attrition and expenditure data from the combat sample
are used and recorded. When the closest match does not present a
reasonable fit, manual computations or utility models must be used to
account for the variation and develop representative data. On nonnu-
clear days, a match of the set of combat samples against the division
unit files of the theater model is required. On the completion of each
daily cycle, the attrition data is used to update the unit files in the
theater model. The number of postures represented in the set of combat
samples exceeds the capability of the Theater Rates Model; therefore,
the development of equivalent stylized days for rates generation is not
possible. This alternative requires the development of a utility model
to sum the daily subtotals and perform the rates/expenditures
computations.
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e. CEM/NUFAM III Methodology (Figure 2-7). This alternative is a
modification of the conventional requirements methodology which adds an
off-line analysis to determine N-days and develop nuclear/chemical at-
trition and expenditure data. The methodology parallels the traditional
requirements methodology in the development and use of conventional com-
bat samples to compute requirements data for US forces, but provides for
the discrete representation of non-US NATO forces in the nuclear/chemi-
cal simulation with the addition of non-US arrays. The requirement to
determine N-day dictates that CEM be employed in successive runs. An
initial (trial) run for a designated period of time develops the status
of forces engaged at the FEBA. Gamer analysis then determines the day
on which the employment of nuclear weapons should have occurred. This
day is then used as the end of simulation for a production run with CEM
using the same input deck used in the trial run. The production run
produces data for the Ammunition Post Processor and develops conven-
tional ammunition rates in the same manner as the conventional methodol-
ogy. At this point, the output from CEM is used to develop Corps arrays
with resolution to company level sub units for the development of attri-
tion and expenditure data with the NUFAM III model. Differences in doc-
trine and weapons capabilities attributable to non-US NATO forces are
simulated by the selection of appropriate non-US arrays. Attrition and
expenditure data developed with NUFAM III are recorded for subsequent
integration with the conventional data. The attrition data is then used
to update the unit status file in NUFAM III for the next replication of
this procedure. The conventional rates produced by post processors in
these segmented CEM runs must be modified by results of the off-line
analysis and the subtotals from all cycles must be summed to produce fi-
nal expenditure data. This can be accomplished by either manual compu-
tations or the development of a utility model.

f. Consideration of Other Models/Methodologies. As this study was
oriented toward the expeditious development of an integrated methodol-
ogy, initial efforts were focused on the use of components developed by,
or used at, CAA. To preclude the omission of other viable candidate mo-
dels and methodologies, a concurrent effort was undertaken in the form
of a literature search and visits to Department of the Army (DA) and De-
partment of Energy (DOE) facilities engaged in the development of inte-
grated warfare doctrine, data, and simulations. A summary of simula-
tions and war games examined and discarded as being infeasible candi-
dates is provided in Appendix L.
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g. The Alternatives. The derived alternatives are listed below in
short form based on type methodology and component high and low resolu-
tion models.

(1) Division Level 24-hour Combat Sample Methodology

* COSAGE/TACWAR
e COSAGE/GAMER

(2) Corps Level 72-hour Combat Sample Methodology

9 COSAGE/TRM(SA)
@ COSAGE/TACWAR
* COSAGE/TARTARUS

(3) Continuous Combat Methodology

* COSAGE/TACWAR
9 COSAGE/GAMER

(4) CEM/NUFAM III Methodology

2-i
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CHAPTER 3

EVALUATION

3-1. INTRODUCTION. To evaluate the methodological alternatives, the
time and effort in technical man-months (TMM) necessary to modify or ag-
gregate the component models to fulfill the required integrated func-
tions were estimated for each alternative. These estimates were keyed
to the functional areas of high and low resolution modeling, the devel-
opment of interfaces, and the modification of AMMO and WARF data proces-
sors. A qualitative analysis was then performed to compare the alterna-
tives in terms of quality of data, anticipated operational burdens, and
potential for future improvement.

3-2. RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS DETERMINATION

a. Criteria. The criterion of choice among alternative methodologi-
cal approaches is, principally, to minimize the required technical ef-
fort (in TMM) for methodology development. On the basis of the initial
study objective to accomplish methodology development in time to support
POM 84-88, the study team adopted 20 TMM as a goal. The subsequent de-
termination by ODCSOPS that an integrated excursion to POM 84-88 would
be premature resulted in the withdrawal of this criterion for the deter-
mination of feasibility. The data provided in this paragraph will fa-
cilitate an assessment of the relative burden for development of the al-
ternatives.

b. Required Resources. Figures 3-1 through 3-4 depict estimates of
analytical time and effort required to complete methodology development.

(1) The top portion of each figure shows the portion of the devel-
opment life cycle devoted to the functional areas specified in paragraph
3-1.

(2) The bottom portion of each figure shows, for each variant of
the alternative, the number of trained personnel required and the resul-
tant number of TMM to accomplish methodology development by functional
area. Interfaces between models used to develop integrated combat
samples are considered internal interfaces in the functional area of
high resolution modeling and the associated TMM are accounted for
therein.

(3) In all cases, the total TMM do not include analyst time ex-
pended in the development of data, doctrine, scenarios, or arrays.
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Time in months

COSAGE*/NUFAM

Theater model (TACWAR, Gamer)

Post processors

Interfaces

Total
W 6 months

*AMMORATES available as back-up

I COSAGE-TACWAR COSAGE-Gamer
ITMM Pers TMM

High resolution modeling 1.3 5.1 1.3 5.1

Low resolution modeling 1.6 6.7 1.5 6

Interfaces --- 5.4 --- 4.5

AMMO .8 3 .9 3

WARF 1.3 5 1.3 5

Total 5 25.2 5 23.6

i4

Figure 3-1. Division 24-hour Combat Sample Alternative
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Time in months

COSAGE/NUFAM III

Theater model

Post pOtocessor

Interfaces

Total
i 8 months

"ICOSAGE/TRM COSAGE/TACWAR COSAGE/TARTARUS
I (Stand-alone) '

Pers TMMI Pers I TMM Pers I TMM

High resolution 2.0 16 2.0 16 2.0 16

Low resolution 1.7 8 1.4 10 1.7 8

Interfaces 1.2 7.5 1.5 9.5 1.2 10.5

AMMO 0.2 2 0.2 3 0.2 3

WARF 0.4 5 0.4 5 0.4 5

Total 5.5 38.5 5.5 44.5 5.5 42.5

Figure 3-2. Corps 24-hour Combat Sample Alternative
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Time in months

Theater model (TACWAR)

Corps (Arrays + NUFAM II (III))

Division (Arrays + COSAGE)

Interfaces

TotalTotll •r 7 months

I COSAGE-TACWAR I COSAGE-Gamer

Pers I TMM | Pers I TMM

High resolution 2.2 11.6 2.2 11.6

Low resolution 1.2 5.7 1.5 7.4

Post processor 0.7 3.0 ......

Interfaces --- 5.6 --- 5.4

AMMO 0.4 1.5 0.5 1.7
WARF 0.5 2.0 0.8 3.2

Total 5 29.4 5 29.3

Figure 3-3. Continuous Combat Alternative
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Time in months

COSAGE + NUFAM

Theater model (CEMi__

Post processors

Interfaces

Total
i 7 months

Pers TMM

High resolution modeling 2.5 8.9

Low resolution modeling 2.5 11.5

Interfaces --- 11.4

AMMO 1.0 2.9

WARF 1.0 2.0

Total 7 36.7

Figure 3-4. CEM/NUFAM III Alternative
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'4) Estimates of operator time used to assist in or validate the
modification of models are included in the TMM for the appropriate func-
tional area.

(5) Resource and personnel estioates wc'r! based on the assumed
ivailabil'ty of a methodology development team consisting of five per-

'el from the Nuclear/Chemical Group auqgmeried by other personnel when
ta;,.s beyond their level of expertise were anticipated. For the 72-hour
corps cc!bat sample alternative (Figure 3-2), a deviation from this for-
-iat to fuur personnel from the Nuclear/Chemical Group and 1.5 outside
resources (COSAGE) would reflect a more efficient allocation of exper-
tise for the same expenditure of personnel and would save an estimated 2
TMM.

(6) The resources devoted to high resolution modeling in Figure
3-3 were based on a moderately sized (four to eight) set of division
combat samples that would serve as a basis for the refinements of expen-
diture and casualty data. Should a much larger set of samples be re-
quired, the process of matching this set to arrays attrited during the
simulation would become tedious, and additional software development in
the form of a utility program would be advisable. This would add ap-
proximately 0.5 TMM.

(7) Figure 3-4 reflects the infusion of the chemical analysis in a
format (Figure 2-7) that minimizes developmental TMM but increases op-
erational burden in the modeling of continuous chemical warfare. A var-
iation of this alternative capable of modeling continuous chemical war-
fare with a significant reduction in operational burden would require an
additional 2 TMM for the integration of chemical effects into the con-
ventional combat sample.

(8) Supplementary resource requirements estimates are included in
Appendices F, G, H, and J to show the nature and level of developmental
effort required to integrate major component models into the alte-native
methodologies. These TMM are subsets of the TMM shown in Figures 3-1
through 3-4 for functional areas pertaining to the component. As they
do not constitute a set of exhaustive events, their totals will always
be less than the sum of the TMM from the functional areas from which
tiiey were derived.

c. Comparision of Resource Requirements. Table 3-1 summarizes the
key time-effo-t estimates from Figures 3-1 tIrough 3-4.

3--6
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Table 3-1. Comparison of Alternatives by Resource Requirements

Division sample Corps sample Continuous combat

Factor elements Alt A Alt A Alt 8 Alt B Alt B Alt • Alt C Alt D
COSAGE COSAGE COSAGE COSAGE COSAGE COSAGE COSAGE CEN/
TACWAR Gamer TRNSA) TACWAR TARTARUS TACWAR Gamer NUFAN

Total development life 6 6 7 8 8 7 7 7
cycle (in months)

Total personnel 5 5 5.5 5.5 5.5 5 5 7
requi rement

Investment (In MM) 25.2 23.6 38.5 44.5 42.5 29.4 29.3 36.7

3-3. QUALITATIVE FACTORS ASSESSMENT

a. Criteria. The criterion of choice is the relative degree to
which the alternatives satisfy selected qualitative factors.

b. Factor Selection. During the preliminary analyses leading to the
development of methodological alternatives, the study team developed a
list of factors which were independent of the quantitative criteria (de-
velopmental TMM) but carried equal weight from the aspect of evaluating
methodology quality and utility. Next, examining only those alterna-
tives that qualified for final analysis, the team selected those factors
having the greatest apparent worth, relevance, or impact on alternative
evaluation. These factors were then grouped as elements of the final
four major qualitative factors. At this point, the resource require-
ments for methodology development were ignored, and the alternatives
were evaluated independently against these qualitative criteria.

c. Assessment by Factor

(1) Table 3-2 depicts the first major qualitative factor (quality
of product). This figure evaluates the methodological alternatives
against their ability to produce requirements data of equivalent quality
to that produced by methodologies currently in use. (Note: the Xs in-
dicate the factor element is satisfied by the alternative considered.)
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Table 3-2. Qualitative Factor 1 (quality of product)

Division sample corps sample lContinuous combat

Factor elements Alt A Alt A Alt B Alt B Alt B Alt C Alt C Alt D
COSAa COSAGE COSAGE ICSAGE COSAGE COSAGE COSAGE CE4/
TACWAR Gamer TRM(SA) TACWAR TARTARUS TACWAR Gamer NUFAN

Zonventional ammunition X X X X X X
rates

C.-,-ic.l races! X X X X

. penditures

Nuclear expenditures % X X K X X I X

WP;' rates X

(a) Conventional Ammunition Rates. With the exception of the
continuous combat variants, all the alternatives use current procedures
and postprocessors to develop conventional ammunition rates. The
quality of rates produced by the continuous combat alternative is
dependent on the accuracy with which arrays attrited in a simulation can
be approximated by the elements of a set of combat samples. The quality
of fit that can be provided by sets of the size proposed (four to eight)
cannot be precisely letermined; therefore, quality equivalent to that
provided by current methodologies cannot be assured.

(b) Chemical Ammunition Rates/Expenditures. All the
alternatives, with the exception of continuous combat, will produce
chemical expenditures by the reasoning outlined in (a) above. As
defined in this analysis, the CEM/NUFAM alternative produces chemical
rates through off-line analysis and does not utilize the full potential
of available postprocessors. This deficiency can be overcome by moving
the infusion of chemical play from the off-line analysis to the high
resolution simulation.

S(c' W;clear Expenditures. All alternatives use the traditional
aodel (NUFAM) to develop nuclear expenditures. In the traditional
(NUREM) methodology, that model was applied to terrain-oriented arrays.
The alternatives developed for analysis in this study apply NUFAM to
stylized arrays to minimize operational burdens. The move from terrain-
oriented t, stylized arrays presumes a probabilistic determination of
mission abor's *ue to collateral damag criteria will produce comparable
results. As this probabilistic determnation has been accepted in
recent non-CAA studies (using TACWAR) and is supported by observations
of the NUREQ-84 study team, this presumption is accepted as reasonable.

4
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(d) WARF Rates. lie present accepted standard for WARF rates
incorporates the development of direct fire attrition data from the CEM.
The only alternative that meets this standard is the CEM/NUFAM alterna-
tive. The development of WARF data by the other alternatives is depen-
dent on the acceptance of direct fire attrition data from TRM or manual
operations.

(2) Table 3-3 depicts the second major qualitative factor (opera-
tional burden). Although this factor evaluates the alternatives in
terms of the anticipated resources for methodology execution, it is
separate and distinct from the quantitative evaluation which only con-
sidered resource requirements for methodology development. In this fi-
gure, the X's are indications that the alternative considered tends to
minimize resource requirements.

q
Table 3-3. Qualitative Factor 2 (minimization of operaticial burden)

Division sample Corps saiiple Continuous combat

Factor elements Alt A Alt A Alt B Alt B Alt B Alt C Alt C Alt D
COSAE COSAGE COSAGE COSAGE COSAGE CCSAGE COSAGE CEN/

TACW G r TRM(SA) TACWAR TARTARUS TACWAR Gamer I UFAI

Development of arrays/ X x X X
combat samples

Development of low X X X X
resolution files

Model operator X X X X X K X
requireme'ts

Gamer requirements X X X X X X

(a) Development of Arrays/Combat Samples. Writ, the exception of
the corps combat sample alternative, all the alternatives use current
array/modeling procedures with a proportionate increase -, rescource re-

quirements for the infusion of integrated simulations. The division
combat sample alternative requires two sets of four combal samples. The
continuous combat alternative requires one set of four to eight samples.
The CEM/NUFAM alternative uses a standard set of four conventional com-
bat samples. The burden of developing arrays and combat samples is con-
sidered reasonable for all three alternatives. In addition, resource
requirements for developing these combat samples could be minimized by
incorporating work done in support of concurrent conventional studies.
Althoigh the relative magnitude of the task could i)t be quantified, the
consensus of the study tedm was that a three-division, 3-day combat
sample would require more resources than eight one-division, 1-day
samples. In addition, a 72-hour corps sample could not capitalize on
the effort of concurrent conventional studies.
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(b) Development of Low Resolution Files. Based on the estimates
of experienced operators, the burden of developing input files for TRM
and TARTARUS was determined to be reasonable. Similar estimates from
TACWAR operators determined the input files were both large and complex.
The CEM/NLIFAM alternative carries a significant burden in that it re-
quiires the creation of an input file after every off-line analysis
(i.e., atter every nuclear pulse). The absence of formal input files in
,,amer variants is considered advantageous.

(c) Operator Requirements. The number of CEM runs required in
the CEM/NUFAM alternative (two runs per nuclear pulse) is considered a
heavy operator requirement relative to the other alternatives.

(d) Gamer Requirements. Discussions with personnel participat-
ing in Scores III led the study team to conclude the operational burden
of gamer variants would be excessive.

(3) Table 3-4 depicts the third major qualitative factor (flexi-
bility). This factor evaluates the ability of the methodological alter-
native to respond to changes in assumptions, scenario, and data. In at-
tempting to anticipate the potential uses of an interim integrated
methodology, the study team realized sufficient variations to dictate an
emphasis on flexibility.

Table 3-4. Qualitative Factor 3 (flexibility)

Division sample Corps sample Continuous combat

Factor elements Alt A Alt A Alt 8 Alt B Alt B Alt C Alt C Alt D
COSAGE COSAGE COSAGE COSAGE COSAGE COSAGE COMAE CEM/
TACWAR Gamer TRM(SA) TACWAR TARTARUS TACWAR Gamer NUFAM

Variations in the en- X X X

ployment of nuclear
weapons (pulse &
continuous

Variations in the en- X X

ployment of chem-
ical weapons

Allied use of forces X X X X X X X

nuc, .hem weapons

Variations in scenario X K X X X

duration

Requirenents for dis- X X X

crete coilateral
damage anaiysis

Chem degradation X X X

fa tors
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(a) Variations in the Employment nf Nuclear Weapons. The alter-
(native methodologies were designed against a requirement to simulate

both pulse and continuous use of nuclear weapons. A scenario variation
in which nuclear pulses are followed by a period of continuous use must
also be considered. Methodologies which simulate nuclear employments
external to the combat samples are capable of responding to any varia-
tions selected by an analyst; therefore, the continuous combat and CEM/
NUFAM alternatives would successfully address this variation. Large
variations in nuclear intensity over the period of the scenario are not
modeled accurately by combat samples, therefore, the division and corps
combat sample methodologies are disadvantaged.

(b) Variations in the Employment of Chemical Weapons. The study
assumption of continuous chemical warfare after the initial employment
of chemical weapons does not preclude short periods of intense chemical
activity (chemical pulses). For the reasons stated in (a) above, the
continuous combat and CEM/NUFAM alternatives have the potential to ad-
dress this problem.

(c) Employment of Integrated Weapons by Sector. Allied partici-
pation in the employment of nuclear and chemical weapons may not coin-
cide with the scenario followed by US forces. Political considerations
may result in scenario variations where allied nations decline to use
integrated warfare weapons. This requires a low resolution simulation
which can partition the theater into integrated and conventional seg-
ments. This segmentation is possible in TACWAR, TARTARUS, and GAMER
variations by virtue of the models' capabilities or gamer input. TRM
and CEM do not have this capability; however, the off-line integrated
analysis in the CEM/NUFAM variant overcomes this shortfall. TRM is the
only model incapable of simulating this situation.

(e) Variations in Scenario Duration. The 72-hour corps sample
alternative uses a single combat sample. Variations in the intensity of
that sample are accounted for in the development of-equivalent stylized
days. This will produce acceptable results for scenarios of short dura-
tion, but the study team is not confident that this methodology will re-
tain its validity for scenarios over 30 days.

(f) Requirement for Discrete Collateral Damage V- .lyses.
Studies requiring comparative analyses of nuclear weapons by caliber/
yield may require more than a probabilistic approach to collateral dam-
age. Such studies would be best served by the use of terrain-oriented
arrays. Division and corps level combat sample methodologies, which use
stylized arrays, would not be responsive to this need.

(g) Simulation of Chemical Deqradation. The simulation of de-
graded unit effectiveness after chemical attack is dependent on the in-
tensity of combat and the duration of operations in mission oriented
protective postures. A 24-hour sample does not provide sufficient simu-
lation time to reflect the cumulative effects of these factors. The

3-11
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72-hour corps combat sample alternative is the only alternative that
satisfies the need.

(h) The comparative analysis presented to the CAA Technical Re-
view Board on 2 April was oriented toward three factors: simulation of
allies, nuclear partition of the theater, and collateral damage. These
frctors are discussed in subparagraphs (c) and (f) above. Questions and
discussions during the conduct of the TRB led to the subsequent incorpo-
ration of two factors that were discussed (but not tabulated as factor
elements of the major factors) as factor elements in the analysis of
flexibility of methodology. These factor elements are variation in sce-
nario duration ((e) above) and the simulation of chemical degradation
((g) above). A review of the study results to ensure all methodological
alternatives were evaluated against the capability to simulate both nu-
clear pulses and the continuous employment of nuclear weapons discovered
the possibility of mixed modes had not been addressed. The team deter-
mined that possibility was relevant to scenario variations for both nu-
clear and chemical weapons and it was incorporated in the form of two
additional factor elements as outlined in subparagraphs (a) and (b)
above. The net result of these additional factor elements was a weaken-
ing of the COSAGE-TACWAR and COSAGE-TARTARUS variants of the Corps
sample alternative. The team determined the relative weight of favor-
able factors (simulation of allies, nuclear partition of the theater,
and the capacity to simulate unit degradation over time after chemical
attack) was sufficient to sustain the favorable rating of those vari-
ants.

(4) CompatibilitX with Future Developments. Alternative metho-
dologies were evaluated in terms of their potential for future develop-
ment. The two main considerations in this evaluation were the adoption
of COSAGE in the conventional requirements methodology and the compat-
ibility of the alternative methodologies with the development of inte-
grated high and low resolution simulations in the Army Model Improvement
Program (AMIP). As CEM will serve as the parent of the AMIP FORCEM, it
holds the advantage in this evaluation. The study team originally in-
cluded all COSAGE variants on the basis of compatibility with future
conventional methodologies and the potential for COSAGE's inclusion as a
candidate for a high resolution model in AMIP. A reevaluation of the
jamer variants determined they would not contribute to the development
of a system for high-low resolution simulations with dynamic interfaces,
and they were eliminated.

d. Comparison of Qualitative Factors. Table 3-5 summarizes the
qualitative evaluations discussed in paragraphs 3-3c(1) through (4) by
major factor.
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Table 3-5. Summary of Qualitative Factor Analysis

Division sample Corps sample Continuous combat

Factor elements Alt A Alt A Alt B Alt B Alt B Alt C Alt C Alt D
COSAGE COSAGE (COSAGE COSAGE COSAGE ICOSAGE COSAGE I CEM/
TAC(WAR Gamer TRM(SA) TACWAR TARTARUS TACWAR Gamer NUFAM

Quality of resalts X X X X X X

Minimize operating n X
burden

Flexibility I X X X X

Compatibility with X IX X X X
future develop-
ments

3-4. TECHNICAL RISKS. The minimization of technical risk was origi-
nally considered as a major qualitative factor. In considering the na-
ture of the methodological alternatives, the study team determined no
alternative to be free from technical risk and that factor ceased to be
a discriminator. To ensure the consideration of these risks is not
overlooked; they are included below:

a. Consistent attrition in low resolution simulations in the COSAGE/
TACWAR and COSAGE/TARTARUS variants is dependent on calibration (see Ap-
pendix L). The study team concluded acceptable calibration requires
some methodology development. The risks associated with these variants
are:

* Less than desired precision in calibration

* Excessive variations from TMM estimated for low resolution model
development

b. The CEM/NUFAM alternative will integrate unit attrition from the
off-line analysis through the CEM unit status files. Unit status is
presently represented as a percentage of authorized personnel and equip-
ment. The heavy attrition of a particular major item may not be accu-
rately represented. Consultation with CEM programers has led to this
being categorized a solvable problem. Some developmental work is re-
quired to assess the degree of modification required in this file to ac-
cept an accurate representation of off-line attrition data. The techni-
cal risks associated with this alternative are:

9 Unrefined unit attrition after nuclear pulses

e Unforeseen requirements for model modification
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c. The continuous combat variants attain the resolution required to
produce conventional and chemical ammunition data by the variation of
data produced from a set of combat samples. Some developmental effort
is required to verify the adequacy of what is projected (four to eight)
ac a reasonable set of reference combat samples. The technical risk as-
sociated with these variants is:

* Inadequacy in size of the set of reference combat samples

d. The 72-hour corps combat sample alternative uses a single combat
sample. Although variations in unit attrition and opposing forces data
will provide for the flexible application of that sample in the develop-
ment of equivalent stylized days for rates generation, the rates pro-
duced may not have the required sensitivity to variations in input data.
The technical risk associated with these variants is:

* Insensitivity to variation in data

3
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CHAPTER 4

OBSERVATIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS, AND FOLLOW-ON EFFORT

4-1. OBSERVATIONS

a. The development of an interim integrated warfare requirements
methodology appears feasible.

b. All four of the methodological alternatives considered have fea-
sible variants.

c. Considering both the projected resource requirements for metho-
dology development and the results of the qualitative evaluation, the
division level 24-hoqr combat sample methodology and the CEM/NUFAM III
methodology appear preferable alternatives.

d. Phase II of this project (methodology development) is oriented
toward a projected European FY 90 integrated requirements study sched-
uled to begin in January 1983. The selection of a preferred alternative
before initial coordination for tasker development would be premature.

f. Further feasibility testing of procedures to calibrate TACWAR and
TARTARUS to the results of high resolution simulations is needed to
validate their capacity to produce consistent low resolution attrition.

g. Further feasibility testing of routines/modifications required to
infuse the results of off-line nuclear attrition into the CEM unit sta-
tus files is needed to develop insights as to the acceptability of re-
sults and the level of model modification required.

4-2. RECOMMENDATIONS

a. Formal implementation of Phase II should be programed no earlier
than 1 May 1982.

b. CAA should cohost with ODCSOPS-RQ, DARCOM, and TRADOC a series of
data validation seminars in the January-March 1982 timeframe to update
existing modeling data and expand the data base to address the technical
effects of, and warfighting in, an integrated warfare environment.

c. The Integrated Warfare Requirements Methodology (IWRM) project
should be maintained at 2 technical man-months per month until January
1982 to monitor and incorporate ongoing model/methodology developments
and provide a nucleus for a study team which could react to short
notice, limited objective integrated warfare study requirements.
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d. Further low priority feasibility testing should continue as part
of the 2 technical man-months per month effort to diminish the degree of
technical risk in the alternative methodologies and identify data and
model modification related efforts which will support integrated warfare
stu.iAs at CAA and facilitate the implementation of Phases II and III of
,is study.

4-3. OUTLINE OF FOLLOW-ON EFFORT

a. General. The following is a summary of follow-on effort proposed
to be conducted or coordinated by the CAA project officers between com-
pletion of this feasibility study report and January 1982.

b. Follow-on Effort

(1) Monitor the progress of component models still under develop-
ient.

(2) Conduct further feasibility testing of procedures to calibrate
TACWAR and TARTARUS to the results of high resolution simulations.

(3) Participate in feasibility testing of routines/modifications
to infuse off-line integrated attrition into the CEM unit status file.

(4) mt,,iiitor AMSAA and TRADOC efforts to develop factors for the
simulation of the degradation of unit effectiveness resulting from
chemical attack.

(5) In conjunction with (5) above, support efforts to modify CAA
models to accept these factors, when produced.

(6) Contrive to participate in efforts with other Army agencies to
develop data to represent the effects of theater level nuclear/chemical
weapons on support forces and the resulting influence on the FEBA
battle.

4
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APPENDIX B

STUDY DIRECTIVE

CSCA-RQN 3 November 1980

MEMORANDUM FOR DIRECrOR, REQUIREMENTS

SUBJECT: Directive for Integrated Warfare Requirements Methodology (IWRM)
Project

1. Purpose: To develop an interim theater-level requirements methodology that
will portray the integrated employment of conventional, chemical and nuclear
munitions.

2. Background: The Department of the Army depends upon CAA to produce theater-
level requirements for ammunition, materiel and personnel to be used as a basis
for identifying the Army's future needs in annually published Program Objective
Memorandum (POM). To date, conventional, nuclear, and chemical ammunition
requirements have been computed separately, using differing scenarios and
methodologies. Materiel and personnel requirements have been based on conven-
tional warfare alone. Recent actions and events indicate that CAA will be
tasked to produce ammunition, materiel, and personnel replacement requirements
to support operations in an integrated environment. A requirement exists to
develop a near-term methodology capable of addressing integrated warfare
requirements at theater-level. Time constraints dictate that existing models
and methodologies will be exploited in-so-far as possible to form the framework
of the integrated warfare requirements methodology.

3. Project Sponsor: Commander, US Army Concepts Analysis Agency.

4. Project Proponent: Requirements Directorate, US Army Concepts Analysis Agency.

5. Terms of Reference:

a. Problem. The Army lacks a requirements methodology to address theater-
level war reserve needs in an integrated warfare environment. Until the full
implementation of the Army Model Improvement Program (AMIP) is realized, CAA
needs an interim capability to assist Department of the Army decisionmakers
in analyzing emerging issues, including doctrine, tactics, force structure,
materiel development, and resource requirements, in an integrated environment.
This project is designed to determine the feasibility of developing an interim
capability.
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CSCA-RQN
SUBJECT: Directive for Integrated Warfare Requirements Methodology (IWRM)

Project

b. Objectives.

(1) Phase I - Define the theater-level characteristics of a methodology
that would produce representative war reserve requirements in a hypothetical
integrated warfare environment. Determine the feasibility and utility of
augmenting, aggregating, or modifying current war reserve models and
methodologies to fulfill this interim role. Determine the effort required
to support the 84-88 POM with an integrated warfare excursion capability.

(2) Phase II - Develop the interim theater-level integrated warfare require-
ments methodology to support the 84-88 POM.

c. Scope. This project is limited to the determination of theater-level
war reserve requirements, expressed either as stockpiles, or as expenditure
rates, depending upon the specific item of interest. The study will examine
the current methods of accumulating the effects of combat activity (i.e.
stylized days; continuous combat), the type and duration of that activity
(i.e. 24 hours; 72 hours), and other scenario-combat simulation interfaces.
Recent work ongoing in the CACDA SCORES III integrated warfare analysis will
be reviewed to determine its applicability and suitability as a high-resolution
data base to support theater model calibration. In the near-term, potential
sources of theater-level scenarios to be examined include gamer judgment,
the Theater Integrated Warfare Scenario Study (TIWSS), the TACWAR Model, and
the Theater Rates Model (TRM) in a stand-alone mode. The Concepts Evaluation
Model (CEM) is not considered to be a viable, near-term alternative.

d. Limitations. As this project is key to the development of an interim
solution, only near-term models, methodologies, and capability for analysis
will be considered in Phases I-II.

e. Constraints.

(1) Funds and resources are constrained as described within this directive.

(2) Project results will be made available and reports published in
accordance with schedule in paragraph 9f.

f. Time Frame: FY 1988.

g. Assumptions. To be developed as needed to support methodology
development.

h. Essential Elements of Analysis (EEA).

(1) Phase I.
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CSCA-RQN
SUBJECT: Directive for Integrated Warfare Requirements Methodology (IWRM)

Project

(a) What are the essential components and features of both adequate and
accurate methodology for integrated warfare requirements methodology?

(b) What essential components and features of a good methodology are
lacking or deficient in the present methodologies?

(c) What are the time and level of effort requirements for improving
on present methodology?

(d) Which of the indicated improvements could CAA undertake within the
time constraints of the project?

(e) What assumptions are key in present and expanded methodologies?
"Are they valid based on curreht 06f future trends?

(f) Will the integrating features and improvements permit the development
of a valid integrated warfare requirements methodology?

(g) Are the initiation of data collection and doctrine monitorship
sufficient to insure timely implementation of the methodology?

(h) What is the growth potential of this methodology, or what alternatives
should be considered for later use?

(2) Phase II. To be determined.

"i. Environmental/Threat Guidance.

(1) Scenario and threat to be determined.

(2) The threat guidance will be as directed for P88 from direct coordina-
tion with OACSI for future implementation of methodology.

(3) No environmental consequences are envisioned; however, the study
agency is required to surface and address any environmental considerations
that develop in the course of the study effort.

6. Specific Tasks and Schedule: See CAA Form 59 at Inclosure 1.

7. Resources:

a. Manpower: Phase I - 7.7 Technical Man Months
Phase II -16.6 Technical Man Months

b. Computer Time: Approximately 30 hours.
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CSCA-RQN
SUBJECT: Directive for Integrated Warfare Requirements Methodology-(IWRM)

Project

8. Responsibilities:

a. Project Director. Colonel Paul Makowski.

b. Directorate. The Requirements Directorate will provide overall direction
of the project effort and will support coordination with the OACSI Red Team,
CACDA, USANCO, Livermore Laboratories, the Chemical School, and other agencies.

9. Administration.

a. Project Title: Integrated Warfare Requirements Methodology (IWRM).

b. Completion Date: Phase I - 31 January 1981
Phase II - 31 July 1981 (If approved)

c. Control Procedures. The Commander and the Technical Director will

provide command direction and executive guidance.

d. In-Process Review (IPR). IPR will be conducted for the TRB.

e. Study Results. Project results will be reported in a technical paper
for dist tion to users.

f. Milestone Schedule.

(1) Phase I (Concepts Methodology Definition) initial results provided
by 31 January 1981. The TRB will be briefed, and recommendations regarding
continuation into Phase II will be provided.

(2) Phase II (Development and Implementation) results will be provided
by 31 July 1981.

11ncl EdB. ATKESON
as Major General, USA

Commanding
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APPENDIX D

INTEGRATED WARFARE/SCENARIO STUDY CONSIDERATIONS

D-1. GENERAL. The characteristics of an integrated environment present
unique challenges to the accurate representation of combat in both high
and low resolution simulations. To ensure the adequacy of methodologi-
cal alternatives, the study team examined this environment and developed
considerations to be used in evaluating the capabilities of candidate
mixes of high and low resolution models to simulate the conduct of inte-
grated warfare (IW).

D-2. INTEGRATED WARFARE/SCENARIO CONSIDERATIONS. The following consid-
erations were developed by the study team for the evaluation of candi-
date mixes of high and low resolution simulations. A 30-day European IW
scenario was assumed to establish a basis for reference.

a. Decision to Employ Nuclear and Chemical Weapons. The decision to
use nuclear and/or chemical weapons on D-day may be specified before the
beginning of combat simulation. After D-day, the decision to use IW
weapons must follow from the development of the tactical situation and
the application of predetermined rules or criteria for such employment.
An integrated methodology must include either a -ow resolution model
with integrated logic or a model that has the capability of gamer inter-
face.

b. Degradation of Deployment Schedules. The attack of ports, air-
fields, POMCUS storage sites, and the degradation of intertheater road
and rail networks will affect the movement of deploying units to the
FEBA. The timing and effectiveness of these attacks, if they occur
after D-day, become a function of the dynamic situation and the cap-
abilities of opposing forces. An integrated methodology must account
for these factors through routines in the low resolution model which apply
degradation factors or through a dynamic gamer-model interface.

c. Non-FEBA Losses. Conventional requirements methodologies develop
detailed combat losses at the FEBA through the aggregation of data developed
through high resolution modeling. Non-FEBA losses from conventional
weapons, although accounted for by the application of gross computations
or off-line analyses, are unacceptable for the development of integrated
ammunition and wartime replacement factor rates. Low resolution models
could account for these losses through:

(1) Model logic which dynamically attrites units behind the Ft3A.

(2) Gamer interfaces.

(3) Development of a low resolution model which will accommodate a
second set of large area stylized arrays to game non-FEBA units.
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d. Employment and Attrition of Theater Nuclear and Chemical Weapons.
Long-range nuclear and chemical weapons (including air) can be gamed in
low resolution models. In this case, the employment of these weapons
against a mix of deep and FEBA targets dictates a high-low resolution
interface. Until the full implementation of the Army Model Improvement
Program, gamer interfaces with fire planning and assessment models cap-
able of incorporating the effects of air and long-range weapons into di-
vision level exchanges will be required to fulfill this function.

e. Posture of Forces. Units will adopt a variety of postures as
they pass from conventional to phases. The methodology should be cap-
ible of portraying all significant changes of posture. This is both a
high and low resolution problem as it includes arrays, movement rates,
rates of fire, and other data used in both levels of modeling. Table
D-1 outlines major factors causing variation in unit posture.

f. Terrain and Barriers. The effects of these considerations are
significantly magnified in the simulation of integrated warfare.

(1) The contamination of terrain and barriers with persistent
agents will impede unit movements.

(2) Nuclear weapons used against choke points will degrade unit
deployments and resupply operations.

(3) Low terrain coupled with low temperatures will significantly
increase the persistency of volatile agents.

D-2
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Table D-1. Variations in Unit Posture

Physical factors

e Units are not dispersed in conventional warfare. They will be
dispersed in nuclear or "nuclear scared" postures

9 Frequent and rapid transitions from dispersed to conventional
postures will be required to conduct combat operations

e Physical location of nuclear capable systems and elements con-
sidered to be priority nuclear targets will deviate from stan-
dard

Effectiveness factors

* Units in chemical mission oriented protective posture (MOPP)
will be less effective due to degraded movement rates, ratio of
fire, and accuracy of fire

e Unit effectiveness will be degraded by the presence of latent
lethal casualties

* The accumulative nature of nonlethal doses of radiation will re-
lure effectivenpss 3,--r ,Ytended p.;,cds of time

e The effects of electromagnetic pulse (EMP; Oi~l degrade unit
communications

0 The side effects of chemical antidotes will produce short-term
reductions in effectiveness

@ The psychological effects of mass destruction, fE ', and the fa-
tigue of operating in MOPP for extended periods of time will de-
grade unit effectiveness

D-3
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g.i Population Centers and Boundaries. National boundaries and col-
later l damage avoidance imposed restrictions to the firing of nuclear
weapols in NUREQ-84. Integrated methodologies must be capable of model-
ing tese constraints in the development of nuclear fire plans. The
popu/lation data base for West Germany reveals forces in contact would
see iignificant increases in population density as the battle moves from
e;' eto west across Germany. The application of collateral damage cri-
,.er/a could become the prime consideration in the employment of nuclear
weapons. The traditional development of collateral damage criteria is
based on the application of terrain-oriented arrays to a discrete popu-
lation data base in the development of nuclear fire plans. The geo-
graphical variations of this population base would require the genera-
tion of terrain-oriented arrays for each pulse projected in the assumed
scenarios. This could constitute an unacceptable burden (see paragraph
2-2e(2)). A probabilistic treatment of nuclear mission aborts caused by
the application of collateral damage criteria (used in TACWAR) would
facilitate the modeling of this problem.

h. (U) Weather. Prevailing winds, rainfall, and temperature can en-
hance or degrade the effectiveness of chemical munitions. For a Euro-
pean scenario, chemical effects would be maximized during the summer
months and minimized around February. Effects could be represented con-
sistently in short (30-day) scenarios, but conventional (180-day) sce-
narios would have to account for variations in effects either using
separate inputs or accepting stylized conditions. Table D-2 (extracted
from Chemical Research Project, FY 1983-1987) is provided to demonstrate
the effects of temperatures, by agent.

4
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c. Combat Sample Methodology - Corps Level 72-hour Sample (Figure
2-5). This alternative develops an integrated combat sample using a
series of high resolution division level simulations to build a Corps
Level, 72-hour battle which portrays an expected mix of combat opera-
tions. A supporting 72-hour scenario and sets of Corps and division
level stylized arrays are required. The scenario (gamer developed) will
determine the mission and combat posture of the Corps and its divisions,
by day, and determine the timing of the release of nuclear weapons.
Three Corps level stylized arrays, matching the postures determined in
the gamer developed scenario, are required to support the simulation.
Resolution of subordinate units to company level is required for compat-
ibility with NUFAM III. One division in each Corps array would be fur-
ther defined to develop a set of division level arrays for input to COS-
AGE to represent the division postures determined by the scenario. The
simulation would use COSAGE to develop the combat situation by division
by day and produce data forthe development of a composite killer/victim
scoreboard and ammunition expenditure. On nuclear or chemical days, NU-
FAM III would be applied prior to COSAGE gaming, and COSAGE arrays up-
dated by the transfer of data from the Sub Unit Status File (SUSF) used
with NUFAM III to the COSAGE unit files. As COSAGE is a 24-hour simula-
tion, it does not reflect the infusion of end of day replacements and
end of day changes to unit orders. Consequently, COSAGE orders and unit
files must be updated before successive days of combat are simulated.
The attrition and expenditure data produced during these simulations
must be summed to produce a Corps Level 72-hour combat sample. The use
of this combat sample is similar to that outlined in paragraph b, above,
except that one mix of unit postures over a 72-hour period is used in
place of the four distinct division postures. Accordingly, the scenario
of combat activity and equivalent stylized days of combat would reflect
variations of one posture as opposed to summing the variations of four.

2-11
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E-2. INTEGRATED DEVELOPMENT. Successive applications of NUFAM III or
NUFAM II/CHEMCAS and the AMMORATES Models to target arrays would provide
integrated combat samples. Methodology development would be based on
multiple successive runs of the models against a selected array. Ini-
tial runs will identify needs for the development of gamer procedures,
supporting utility models, and modification of the component high reso-
lution models. Subsequent runs would develop and test solutions. The
high resolution estimate of TMM in Chapter 3 applies to COSAGE. These
factors would be increased by a factor of 1.5 for a NUFAM III/AMMORATES
combination and a factor of 2 for a NUFAM II/CHEMCAS/AMMORATES combina-
tion. These increases are a result of increased operation time required
for developmental runs.

i
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APPENDIX F

COSAGE

F-I. GENERAL DESCRIPTION. COSAGE is a two-sided, discrete event, sto-
chastic simulation which deals with land forces. It was designed to
deal mainly with forces at the division level and can be manipulated
from the platoon-battalion level to brigade-division level. The model
develops information on losses of personnel and equipment and ammunition
expenditures during a 24-hour period of ground combat at the Blue divi-
sion level designed to be fed directly to the theater level model pre-
processor.

F-2. INPUT

* Strength and weapons.

* Orders for each maneuver unit.

* Weapons data (single shot probability of kill, lethal area).

e Sensor capabilities.

* Terrain data.

e Movement rates.

* Related information.

F-3. OUTPUT

* Killer/victim scoreboard.

a Personnel losses (noncrew).

* Ammunition expenditures.

a Materiel losses (all in computer printout format by side and
type).

F-4. MODEL LIMITATIONS

* Plays conventional weapons only.

e Helicopter, mine, and "dirty battlefield" enhancements not fully
integrated into model.

F-1
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* Tactical air support and air defense enhancements not yet devel-
oped (see enhancement schedule, below).

* No differentiation made between mounted and dismounted infantry
combat (mounted movement followed by dismounted combat requires
separate model runs at present).

e One side may move offensively at a time.

* Coordinated unit efforts not yet simulated.

a Model does not yet handle overrun/final protective fire conditions
and resultant area versus aimed fire logic.

* Terrain effects are statistically represented by the paraneters of
the Weibull Distribution. Derivation of the appropriate parameter
values is, at present, a time consuming and costly process involv-
ing the physical measurement of line of sight/non-line of sight
segment lengths between firing positions and target locations on
the terrain of interest.

* Model resolution is to Blue platoon level; however, the tactics
are representative of the next higher level, i.e., company team
and battalion task force operations.

F-5. COSAGE ENHANCEMENT SCHEDULE

.Description Suspense date

Design report for close air support and air defense Mar 81

Source program and user's manual for close air
support and air defense Sep 81

Design report for intensity Jun 81

Expanded compiler completion (operational) Jul 81

In-house development of generalized target acquisi-
tion model (fully operational and integrated) Oct 81

Source program and user's manual for intensity Dec 81

Design report for submission Unspecified

Source program and user's manual for sippression Mar 82

Final report Mar 82

F-2
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F-6. FUNCTION IN INTEGRATED METHODOLOGY. COSAGE will produce conven-
tional combat samples for use in the CEM/NUFAM variant. Used in con-
junction with NUFAM III, COSAGE will be applied to stylized arrays to
develop conventional/chemical or totally integrated combat samples for
the other variants. Successive applications of COSAGE will be required
for the development of the 72-hour combat sample.

F-7. COSAGE-NUFAM INTERFACE. The key to the development of conven-
tional/chemical or totally integrated combat samples is the interaction
between the COSAGE and NUFAM III Models. Three progressive levels of
interface, available within present modeling capabilities, are outlined
below:

a. Successive Application of Models. NUFAM III is applied to arrays
at the beginning of the stylized period. Nuclear and/or chemical casu-
alties and damage are assessed and arrays are updated for the simulation
of conventional combat by COSAGE. This interface requires no model
modification but requires the manual reformatting of data from NUFAM III
to develop COSAGE unit and orders files. COSAGE, a stochastic model,
would then be run the required number of replications (estimated to be
about 10) and produce killer/victim scoreboards and expenditure data.
The averaging of data from the replications is accomplished by a utility
program. The composite data produced by this program must then be inte-
grated with the data produced by NUFAM III to produce the integrated
combat sample.

b. Application of NUFAM III During the Stylized Period. COSAGE will
graphically represent the state of combat activity at predetermined in-
tervals as it proceeds through the stylized period. An analysis of the
tactical situation can be used by gainers to determine the opportune time
to apply NUFAM III. This time would be based on an average tactical
situation after considering all replications produced by COSAGE. COSAGE
would then be rerun for that specified time, NUFAM III would be applied
to develop nuclear and/or chemical data, and COSAGE would be restarted
with new input to complete the stylized period of combat. This proce-
dure requires an application of NUFAM III for each replication and re-
uires a utility program to develop unit data from the COSAGE files
unit identity, location, current strength, equipment on hand) to de-

velop arrays for NUFAM III. This data is available in memory but is not
retrieved for current outputs. The update of COSAGE files after the ap-
plication of NUFAM III as outlined in a, above, would then be followed
for each replication.

c. Software Assisted Interface. The previous interfaces require the
manual translation of input/output files and integration of attrition
and expenditure data. Because of the stochastic nature of COSAGE, the
operational burden is particularily severe if NUFAM is not used before
the initiation of the conventional warfare portion of the simulation.

F-3
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This burden can be appreciably diminished by the development of a data
reformater to translate between COSAGE and NUFAM formats and a utility
program to integrate the results of the integrated and conventional por-

( tions of the simulation. An example of a successfully demonstrated data
reformater is provided in Appendix M (data transferral).

F-8. RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS. Estimates of the level of developmental
effort in TMM to incorporate COSAGE as a component of an integrated
methodology are listed below by methodological alternative:

a. Division Level 24-hour Combat Sample Alternative

(1) Model modification/design 0.5 TMM

(2) Interfaces 4.0 TMM

(3) Operational testing 5.0 TMM

Total 9.5 TMM

b. Corps Level 72-hour Combat Sample Alternative

(1) Model modification/design 0.5 TMM

(2) Interfaces 7.5 TMM

(3) Operational testing 9.5 TMM

Total 17.5 TMM

c. Continuous Combat Alternative

4 (1) Model modification/design 0.5 TMM

(2) Interfaces 4.5 TMM

(3) Operational testing 9.0 TMM

Total 14.0 TMM

d. CEM/NUFAM Alternative

(1) Model modification/design 0.5 TMM

(2) Interfaces 0.5 TMM

(3) Operational testing 5.0 TMM

Total 6.0 TMM

F-4
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APPENDIX G

NUFAM If/Ill

G-1. GENERAL DESCRIPTION. NUFAM II is a two-sided, corps level, free-
running stochastic simulation. It includes dynamic interactions operat-
ing on a static array to represent the fire planning and delivery of nu-
clear indirect fire and bombs to estimate their effects on units, their
equipment and personnel, and the adjacent civilian population. Simu-
lated time is treated on an event-store basis, using the GASP IV lan-
guage. The nuclear exchange is simulated by automating, based on input
criteria, the selection of nuclear targets and the allocation of firing
assets against these targets while minimizing civilian casualties.

G-2. INPUT

e Several types of input data are required. These define com-
mander's firing guidance, fire planning, weapon characteristics,
assessment parameters, GASP IV preplanned information, civilian
collateral damage criteria, and MOE unit definitions.

* Inputs include: acquired targets list, firing units, weapon
yields/rounds available, and battlefield unit information.

G-3. OUTPUT

* Time sequenced list of all events.

* Fire event results.

* End of period status of all units.

e Civilian population at predictive risk and civilian casualties
(assessed).

* Histograms and CALCOMP plots (optional).

G-4. MODEL LIMITATIONS

9 No cumulative radiation from multiple burst, or distribution of
delayed casualties in time.

9 Assesses only two casualty categories.

e Assesses damage to only one item of equipment/unit.

G-1
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G-5. MODEL IMPROVEMENTS (NUFAM II). NUFAM III will expand the cap-
abilities found in NUFAM II by integrating chemical and nuclear fire
planning and assessment. Other added improvements include effects as-
sessment of migratory nuclear and chemical clouds, incorporation of tar-
get acquisition (formerly done off-line), and the capability to assess
three levels of personnel casualties and damage to more than one item of
equipment per unit.

G-6. FUNCTION IN INTEGRATED METHODOLOGY. NUFAM III will be used in
conjunction with COSAGE to develop integrated combat samples for the di-
vision and corps level combat sample variants. NUFAM III will be used
independently in the CEM/NUFAM and continuous combat variants upon de-
termination of N-day to develop data resulting from the simulation of a
nuclear pulse.

G-7. RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS. Estimates of the level of development ef-
fort to incorporate NUFAM III as a component of an integrated methodol-
ogy are listed below by methodological alternative:

a. Division Level 24-hour Combat Sample Alternative

(1) Model modification/design 0.5 T1MM

(2) Interfaces 3.0 TMM

(3) Operational testing 4.0 TMM

Total 7.5 TMM

b. Corps Level 72-hour Combat Sample Alternative

(1) Model modification/design 0.5 TMM

(2) Interfaces 5.0 TMM

(3) Operational testing 8.0 TMM

Total 13.5 TMM

c. Continuous Combat Alternative

(1) Model modification/design 0.5 TMM

(2) Interfaces 3.5 TMM

(3) Operational testing 8.0 TMM

Total 12.0 TMM
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d., CEM/NUFAM Alternative

(1) Model modification/design 0.5 TMM

(2) Interfaces 2.8 TMM

(3) Operational testing 4.5 TMM

Total 7.8 TMM
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APPENDIX H

THEATER RATES MODEL (TRM)

H-I. GENERAL DESCRIPTION. The TRM is a two-sided, deterministic model.
It simulates theater level conflict on a daily basis to determine ammu-
nition expenditures of all Army weapons engaged in conflict. It uses
stylized losses (generated by high resolution simulations) and an input
stylized Blue force to create theater-wide equivalent stylized days of
combat for each Blue weapons system. TRM may be set to run with an ex-
ternally derived scenario, or it may be set to generate its own scenario
by using opposing force potentials. (The first mode was the one used in
recent ammunition requirements analyses.) In recent ammunition require-
ments studies, the TRM has been operated with a scenario externally pro-
vided by the Concepts Evaluation Model (CEM).

H-2. INPUT

9 Stylized Red and Blue forces.

* Stylized personnel casualties and weapon system losses from all
forms of combat. (TRM can accept two sets of K/V scoreboards.
This capability has traditionally been used in a good weather/bad
weather mode.)

* Red and Blue force deployment schedule.

* Scenario of combat activity (percentage of Red force opposing Blue
when Blue is in each posture, by day).

* Maintenance/repair factors.

e Infantry and artillery by-posture combat effectiveness (as a func-
tion of strength).

* Min and max Red armies on line.

# TACAIR potential kills of tanks, APCs, and troops.

H-3. OUTPUT

* The model generates "equivalent stylized days (ESD) of combat" for
input to the Rates Generator Model (RGM) to produce day-to-day am-
munition expenditures. (An ESD is a multiplicative factor, de-
fined as the proportion of stylized expenditures that is estimated
to occur in the actual for(e slices. The ESD are accumulated
across all of the Red army slices deployed in line on the current
simulation day.)

H-1
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* Daily loss rates of modeled weapons system.

H-4. MODEL LIMITATIONS

@ The course of the war is predetermined. Combat activity is dic-
tated by an externally developed scenario (i.e., density of force
postures).

* Blue and Red units are aggregated into "equivalent stylized
forces."

* Models up to 30 Blue and 10 Red weapons types, including tactical
air support.

* Blue and Red deployments into the theater are aggregated into per-
sonnel and equipment pools from which the model attempts to create
stylized units.

H-5. STANDALONE MODE. The TRM(SA) is capable of generating its own
scenario (profile of combat activity). The model differs from the TRM

4 used historically in conventional ammunition rates methodology in that
the front activity of the theater is determined by the force ratio as
determined by cumulative firepower potentials of the opposing forces and
compared to four threshold values within the TRM. The methodology for
determination for percentage of the front in specific activity is illus-
trated in Figure H-I-. Additional input is required for TRM(SA) in the
form of FPP data. The output is the same as that produced by TRM, but
is limited in the number of combat samples (two) that can be used on
each day of combat to represent combat activity across the theater.

H-6. FUNCTION IN THE INTEGRATED METHODOLOGY. The TRM(SA) will be oper-
ated in conjunction with two sets of combat samples (conventional/chemi-
cal and total integrated). Successive runs will be used to develop the
profile of combat activity and determine the timing of nuclear pulses.
After a determination is made as to which will be represented by the to-
tally integrated combat samples, a final run will be made using TRM.
TRM was selected for the computation of ESDs to provide the capability
of adjusting (with gamer judgment) the final scenario to portray all
four combat samples in each day of combat. The daily loss rates for se-
lected weapons systems produced by TRM will provide data for the compu-
tation of WARF rates in non-CEM methodological alternatives.
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H-7. RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS. Estimates of the level of developmental
effort in TMM to incorporate TRM as a component of an integrated metho-
dology are listed below by methodological alternative:

a. Division Level 24-hour Combat Sample Alternative

(1) Model modification/design 0.5 TMM

(2) Interfaces 1.5 TMM

(3) Operational testing 3.0 TMM

Total 5.0 TMM

b. Corps Level 72-hour Combat Sample Alternative

(1) Model modification/design 3.0 TMM

(2) Interfaces 3.0 TMM

(3) Operational testing 5.0 TMM

Total 11.0 TMM
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APPENDIX I

POSTPROCESSORS

I-1. GENERAL. The transformation of data produced by high and low
resolution simulations into the rates/expenditure data defined in Figure
2-1 is accomplished by ammunition and materiel postprocessors. The use
of these postprocessors and utility models that may replace or augment
them is discussed below.

1-2. AMMUNITION POSTPROCESSORS. Conventional and chemical ammunition
rates are produced in all the methodological alternatives except con-
tinuous combat by the successive application of the Ammunition Postpro-
cessor (APP) (when the theater model is CEM) or the Theater Rates Model
and the Rates Generator Model (RGM). The APP and TRM develop equivalent
stylized days of combat (ESD) which are used in the RGM to develop
rates. The operation of the TRM is discussed in Appendix H. The APP
differs from TRM in that it is nOt a simulation and does not refight the
war to develop ESD. Instead of using opposing force levels in conjunc-
tion with the high resolution stylized losses in a combat simulation, it
compares the CEM generated losses and the high resolution stylized
losses to create ESD for each combat posture. The RGM uses the ESD out-
put from APP or TRM, stylized expenditures by posture, weapons deploy-
ment data and deployment and repl acement factors to calculate the rounds
required by each weapon system for each specified time period of the
war. In addition to rates, the RGM will also produce ammunition re-
quirements and tonnage by time period; however, these data are based on
the total number of weapons deployed in theater and are not directly us-
able for computing nuclear and chemical expenditures. For the combat
sample alternatives, the ESD from TRM or APP and stylized expenditures
from high resolution simulations must be used. In the CEM/NUFAM III, a
manual accounting or summing developed in utility programs is required.

1-3. UTILITY MODELS. The ammunition postprocessors described above are
not compatible with the Continuous Combat Alternative. The number of
combat postures included in the reference set of division combat samples
exceeds the capability (four postures) of the postprocessors. A utility
model is required to sum the daily expenditures, to compute the average
theater TOE authorization of weapons for the period, and to develop am-
munition rates. It would be convenient to use the same program to sum
combat attrition data for the development of WARF. In the CEM/NUFAM III
alternative, ammunition rates/expenditures are produced in successive
runs and require consolidation to depict true rates/expenditures for the
total time period. This could best be accomplished by a utility pro-
gram.

I-1
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1-4. WARF POSTPROCESSORS. WARFs are developed by exercising the metho-
dology in an unconstrained equipment mode. WARFs for major item direct
fire losses are produced by the direct extraction of attrition data for
input into the WARF control file. These data are then integrated with
noncombat losses in the Equipment Loss Consolidator (ELCON) to produce
rates. WARF for other items are produced from attrition developed in
the WARF Intermediate Materiel Processor (WIMP) which uses the results
of artillery and tactical air missions to recompute losses of equipment
by vulnerability category. These losses are compared to item density
profiles to extract losses for specific items and consolidated with non-
combat losses in ELCON to produce rates. Figures I-i through 1-4 show
the WARF methodology flowcharts for the four methodological alterna-
tives.

1-5. QUALITY OF WARF. Two significant factors must be considered when
evaluating the quality of WARF data.

a. The WARF flowcharts depict input to the ELCON from the SYMWAR
Historical File. Data obtained from that file will not provide an accu-
rate portrayal of losses expected in an integrated environment. Other
sources for estimates of equipment lost behind the division area will be
required to supplement these data.

b. WARF for major items currently developed with direct fire attri-
tion data from CEM is the acceptable standard. The only methodological
alternative which approximates that standard is the CEM/NUFAM III alter-
native.

1
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APPENDIX J

CONCEPTS EVALUATION MODEL (CEM)

J-1. GENERAL DESCRIPTION. CEM is a two-sided, deterministic model in-
volving land and air forces. It is designed to consider groupings as
small as a brigade on the Blue side and a division on the Red side, and
can aggregate up to the level of a theater army (and air force). Simu-
lated time is treated on a time-step (division cycle) basis (normally
every 12 hours). The model simulates the course of a theater level,
nonnuclear war in terms of FEBA location, condition of opposing forces,
and expenditure of resources.

J-2. INPUT

s Terrain map.

e Military objectives.

9 Troop lists.

* TOEs.

* Weapon firepower indices.

9 Resupply and replacement rates.

J-3. OUTPUT

e Computer printout stating (periodic) FEBA location, state of op-
posing forces, and resources expended.

J-4. MODEL LIMITATIONS

* Blue brigade structure cannot be changed during a war.

e Reserve units (if any) consist of exactly one of the next lower
echelon unit.

e Logistic operations highly aggregated.

* In any one run, the model requires a continuous FEBA; no overrun,
penetration, or encirclement conditions; and no dynamic, interac-
tive changes of input values.

J-1
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* Four terrain types (with the nonbarrier adverse "C" type terrain,
such as soft sand and high mountainous terrains, having the same
effects on battle outcome).

* Weapons types are currently limited, per side, to 12 tanks, 12
light armored vehicles, 5 helicopters, 12 antitank or mortar sys-
tems, and 8 artillery systems.

* The results of tactical air support employment and air defense
attrition of tactical air are highly aggregated in the current
version.

J-5. FUNCTION IN INTEGRATED METHODOLOGY. Short duration CEM runs
(10-15 days) will be used to determine conditions for a nuclear pulse.
Subsequent runs with the same input decks will develop conventional re-
quirements data through N-day. An off-line integrated analysis using
NUFAM III will then provide integrated data and attrition information
for use in developing CEM decks for continuing the simulation. Attri-
tion data for selected major items produced by CEM will be integrated
with nuclear combat losses produced by NUFAM III for the development of
WARF rates.

J-6. RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS. Estimates of the level of developmental
effort in TMM to incorporate CEM as a component of an integrated metho-
dology are listed below:

Division Level 24-hour Combat Sample Alternative

* Model modification/design 5.0 TMM

e Interfaces 4.5 TMM

e Operational testing 7.5 TMM

Total 17.0 TMM

J-2
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APPENDIX K

ALTERNATIVES TO THEATER SIMULATIONS AND CALIBRATION

K-I. GENERAL. The development of non-CEM methodological alternatives
requires the integration of suitable substitute low resolution simula-
tions. The simulations selected by the study team were the Tactical
Warfare (TACWAR), TARTARUS IV, and Theater Rates Model operated in the
standalone mode (TRM(SA)). These simulations were selected on the basis
of anticipated availability and their potential for simulating inte-
grated warfare by virtue of model logic, the use of integrated combat
samples, and/or their capability for gamer interface. TRM is discussed
in Appendix H. The characteristics of TACWAR and TARTARUS are discussed
in following paragraphs. In both models, the factors that determine at-
trition and the very process itself are decidedly different from those
found in most high resolution models. So that aggregated results of
these models are consistent with the results of the high resolution
model (COSAGE) used in the methodology alternatives, calibration to COS-
AGE attrition data as presented in killer/victim scoreboards is re-
quired. As the study team found no evidence that TACWAR or TARTARUS had
ever been calibrated to the results of high resolution simulations, pro-
gramers and operators most familiar with these models were presented
with the problem ana briefed as to the purpose and importance of cali-
bration in the context of its use in the methodological alternatives.
Their assistance was then solicited to participate in outlining proce-
dures to best achieve this end. Proposed procedures to accomplish this
calibration are provided in subparayraphs K-2g and h (TACWAR) and K-3g
(TARTARUS). The technical risks and required follow-on efforts perti-
nent to the calibration of TACWAR and TARTARUS are presented in the body
of this report in Chapter 3, paragraph 3-4a and Chapter 4, paragraph
4-3b, respectively.

K-2. TACWAR

a. TACWAR evolved from a series of models beginning with A Tactical,
Logistical, and Air Simulation (ATLAS); the Ground-Air Campaign Model
(GACAM); and the Institute for Defense Analyses Ground-Air Models I and
II (IDAGAM I and II).

b. The TACWAR Model is a completely automated combat simulation that
can be used to assess the interactions of combat forces employing con-
ventional, nuclear, and chemical weapons in a theater-wide campaign.
The model can simulate the delivery of conventional, nuclear, and chemi-
cal munitions by both air and ground means anywhere in the theater. The
model can be used to simulate conventional warfare, or conventional
warfare plus either chemical or nuclear warfare, or converitional warfare
plus both chemical and nuclear warfare. The program incorporates fa-
cilities that enable the user to model a specific geographical structure
for the theater. The theater structure includes sectors, battle areas,

K-i
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regions, and communications zones (COMMZ). The opposing forces located
within this structure are on opposite sides of a line called the FEBA.
This structure is then used as the foundation for seven simulations:
target acquisition, air combat, nuclear combat, chemical combat, ground
combat, theater control, and supplies transportation. The model pro-
vides for the opposing sides to be represented in a symmetrical manner
bŽ combat assets whose number and capability are input to the model by
the user. These assets are summarized as follows:

(1) Ground Combat Resources

s Division size units

e Company size, divisional subunits

* People, weapons, and supplies for each unit

9 Nuclear and chemical systems

* Surveillance sensors

(2) Air Resources

* Tactical aircraft

e Reconnaissance aircraft

e Aircraft shelters at actual or notional air bases

* Surface-to-air missiles (SAMs) and antiaircraft artillery
(AAA) as point or area defenses

@ Supplies at air bases

(3) Other Resources

@ Nuclear warheads

e Chemical munitions

* Nondivisionai missiles and rockets

* Supplies at nodes in the supply network

c. In addition to the above resources, the size and location of the
civilian population in the theater are considered in the model as a con-
straint on the employment of nonconventional weapons. Although
divisional subunits (such as companies, batteries, headquarters, and
others) are represented in the model, their representation is for pur-
poses of target acquisition and damage assessment. These subunits are
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not uniquely identified or maneuvered. The basic resolution of the
model is at the division level where unit identities, strengths, and lo-
cations are maintained during the course of the game play.

d. The duration of the wargame is set by the user and is measured in.
12-hour cycles. Output reports are generated by the model at the end of
each cycle. The theater control submodel operates on this basic 12-hour
cycle time clock tb accomplish such tasks as resupplying units, adding
arriving divisional units, moving the FEBA, and assigning aircraft to
missions. However, there are two other time clocks in the model. The
supply submodel utilizes a user-specified cycle which is a multiple of
the basic game cycle. For example, the movement of supplies between
supply nodes might be accomplished every sixth or eighth game cycle.
The target acquisition, nuclear, and chemical submodels, on the other
hand, operate on a user-specified cycle which is a subcycle of the basic
game cycle.

e. The conventional fire exchange is a portion of the ground sub-
model and handles assessments on divisional size units; however, to fur-
nish information needed by the target acquisition nuclear and chemical
submodels, data on divisional subunits and zones within divisional areas
are also provided. In order to simulate the theater ground campaign, in
addition to the theater structure, TACWAR must have information not only
on the locations, numbers, and types of divisions but also on the per-
sonnel, weapons, and supplies in each division. The cycle at which di-
visions not in the theater initially will arrive must also be known.
These data provide the ground submodel with the principal information on
the deployment of the ground resources from which the force ratio in
each sector may be computed, casualties assessed, and the FEBA movement
calculated each cycle. Additional information from other submodels is
also required, of course, such as type of terrain from the theater sub-
model, the effect of close air support from the air submodel, the casu-
alties from nonconventional weapons (if played).

f. Elements of the attrition process can be illustrated in a summa-
rized version of the TACWAR basic structure by the following four steps:

(1) Step 1. The allocated potential of a particular Blue weapon
or Blue air sortie against a particular Red weapon is determined based
on Blue's allocation of fire against all Red weapons, the number of Red
weapons available as targets, and the individual potential of Blue's
weapon or air sortie against the Red weapon.

(2) Step 2. The allocated potential values are translated into
individual weapon values for each Blue weapon or air sortie to cause
casualties and destroy weapons within the Red force by considering the
weapon value destroyed when a particular Red weapon is killed by a par-
ticular Blue weapon or air sortie. This concept is referred to as the
antipotential potential method for computing weapon value.

K-3
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(3) Step 3. Adding the values calculated in Step 2 over all Blue
weapons in the immediate combat area produces the total Blue weapon
value measured in te isof-Red weapon value destroyed.

(4) Step 4. Finally, the ratios--of corresponding Red and Blue
weapon values considering ground weaponri-a~nd close air support sorties)
are used with empirical data such as force r'At&o relationships to pro-
duce Red and Blue personnel casualties and weap6"n-sdestroyed.

g. In order to calibrate the output of TACWAR to the results of high
resolution modeling, the following groups of variables cark~be used:

(1) The parameters for modifying unit effectiveness bas-o-.n .
weapon attrition;

(2) The parameters for modifying unit effectiveness based on
personnel casualties.

(3) Scaling factors for the computation of personnel casualties as
a function of force ratio.

h. An example of a type procedure is as follows:

(1) The high resolution K/V results are used to estimate an
initial set of constant values for the weapons system parameters. (The
current version of TACWAR allows a variable number of weapons classes,
and can be structured to correspond exactly with the weapons played in
the high resolution model). The arrays used to generate killer/victim
scoreboards are used to develop forces to be gamed in four sectors in
TACWAR. The forces are represented by the standard combat postures of
attack, delay, defense intense, and defense light, and the forces are
the sole occupants of each sector. TACWAR is repeatedly executed vary-
ing the system parameters until the ratio of losses in each sector
closely approximates the corresponding K/V scoreboard. This is essen-
tially a trial and error process iterated until a reasonable relation-
ship is determined. Thus, a set of system parameters is developed.

(2) The output at this point is in the same proportion (ratio) to
K/V scoreboard results and must be scaled up or down to adjust the over-
all structure such that the number of losses from the TACWAR simulations
approximates those losses resulting from the high resolution model.
Further efforts will then be required to ascertain the extent that
TACWAR will produce attrition data corresponding to the results of the
high resolution model with variations in weapon mixes.

K-4
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K-3. TARTARUS. The TARTARUS Model is a computer-assisted, theater-
level, wargaming model with combat aggregated at the brigade or division
level.

a. Player Actions Players using the model decide where, when, and
how combat units are to be committed. They also allocate artillery to
combat units and select targets for engagement by close air support.
Players analyze TARTARUS outputs reflecting game conditions at the end
of each 12-hour game interval. Changes to or new orders are developed
for input to the model for the succeeding game interval.

b. Model Performance. The model assesses the actions and interac-
tions resulting when units respond to the mission orders assigned by
players. The model determines which target units will be fired upon by
each firing unit, how much fire by category will be delivered on each of
the opposing targets, and assesses personnel and materiel losses in-
flicted by the exchange of fire. The model also determines how fast and
in what direction each unit moves and to what extent the unit's weapons
are suppressed by incoming fire. These calculations are made during
each iteration interval. Iteration intervals are normally 6 minutes
long.

c. Fire Exchange Assessment. TARTARUS simulates the exchange of
fire between opposing units and assesses the loss of personnel and mate-
riel caused by the exchange.

(1) Each weapon is assigned a firepower potential (FPP) value and
has an effective range associated with it. In simplified terms, the FPP
of a weapon is the product of the number of rounds the weapon is ex-
pected to fire per hour and a lethal area per round for antipersonnel
weapons, or the product of the expected number of rounds fired per hour
and the single shot probability of kill for antimateriel weapons.

(2) Weapons are divided into 10 ground weapon classes. Each unit
in TARTARUS has an FPP developed from one or more weapon classes; the
FPP of a unit's weapon class is the sum of the FPP of the weapons that
the unit has in that class. Each weapon class of each unit also pos-
sesses a range profile that establishes the percentage of the weapons in
that class to fire at a given range.

(3) The 10 ground weapons classes are further divided into 3 fire
classes. Each fire class contains weapon classes that deliver suppres-
sive fires with similar effects on the targets unit's ability to return
fires and to move. When determining how much FPP the firing unit can
deliver from any weapon class during one iteration interval, the modJ
considers the suppression by incoming fire from all opposing units, as
well as the percentage of the oeapons in that class that cannot be fired
on targets, when the firing unit is moving.
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(4) The foregoing considerations and computations enable TARTARUS
to determine the amount of fire, by fire class (small arms, tank, anti-
tank, artillery, mortar, etc.) received by any unit within the 6-minute
iteration interval. The total volume of fire, by fire class, received
by a unit is used to compute the suppression effect on its FPP and move-

,ate.

d. Movement Assessment. The TARTARUS Model computes a movement rate
for each unit at each 6-minute interval. Units with offensive missions
move forward toward the objectives, while units with defensive missions
h:AId their positions and move to the rear only when receiving sufficient
;ire to force retrograde movement. The movement rate is computed for a
unit as a function of the volume of fire by fire class received from all
opposing units, the unit's specific capability (FPP), the unit's unop-
posed movement rate in the terrain being traversed, and the unit's (de-
fensive only) commitment expressed as unit hardness (protective
•.os ture).

e. ,Attrition Assessment. The TARTARUS Model determines how a firing
unit distributes its FPP in each weapon class among target units. The
,ludei also determines the distribution of incoming FPP of a weapon class
over the weapon classes of each target unit. Thus, the model calculates
how much fire of each class is delivered by all opposing units against
each weapon class of the target unit. TARTARUS then calculates the
losses suffered by each weapon class of each unit by taking into consid-
eration the effectiveness (capability to kill) of a weapon class versus
a target weapon class expressed as a modified effective lethal area.
The firing weapon effective lethal area is modified by an attrition fac-
tor based on unit mission and the FPP of the weapon class divided by the
target unit width. Attrition of FPP (weapons) is computed each 6
minutes.

C Major TARTARUS Components and their Functions. TARTARUS consists
"if the following three major components:

(1) The Input Processor (IP). The IP initializes data for input
to the differential model and provides a printout of periodic informa-
'4on for player decisionmaking as the game proceeds. Weapon status is

,ported in terms of FPP values for each weapon class.

(2) The Differential Model (DM). The DM provides reports to
p!-,ers ,i th end-of period unit status, detailed strength and losses and
otn•r data. Detailed materiel strength and losses remain expressed in
terms of FPP in each of the 10 weapon classes. The DM also provides an
.utput file for use by the output processor.

(31 T'ie Output Processor (OP). The OP produces the end of period
Mulat r" nit status file and the detailed personnel and weapon losses

I<y type ,vt.non and by weapon class for each game period.

I
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ýi. Ca ib-.t~ion

i) CurPent Calihration. Movement and attrition parameters are
,s ailly adj-,,I in the TAR.RUS Model for eact, new study project.
'a~i'ration &- Lnese parameters is explained in Chapter 5, Parameter Ad-
.iustment, TAPTAPUS V N/COCO War Gamer's Manual, CAA-D-78-6, August 1978.
1i;ibration is iccomplished by repetitive exercise of the model using
sainliýe inouts wlt"h each 4:eration. Experience in calibrating the TARTARUS
Moael is a prerequisite to attaining reasonable results with minimum
time and eiffort. The reasonable results attained in this case are nor-

Sailiv 8aseai on nistorical precedence; or the best judynent of the ana-
Yst perfoninq the calibration.

(2) Calibration cf Atcrition to K/V Scoreboards

;(a) TARTARUS attrition can be calibrated to K/V scoreboards by
,the following procedures:

1. _e . Duplicate the opposing forces and weapon mixes in
fARTARUS as used in the high resolution model simulation that produced
The K/V scoreboards oriented to each combat posture (TARTARUS mission).

2. Step 2. Introduce player orders to reproduce the mission
represented for the period covered by each high resolution model gener-
ated K/V scoreboard, e.g., Red attack vs Blue defense for a period of 24
h ours.

3. Step_3. Aggregate all K/V scoreboard losses by TARTARUS
weapon class.

4. :) 4. Adjust the parameter(s) impacting on attrition
through successive TARTARUS interations in each combat posture until
TARTARLJS losses approxiirmate losses in each applicable K/V scoreboard.

5. ýtej . Separate losses within each weapon class to ap-
Drrxitiadte edOc weapon system loss as found in given K/V scoreboards for
ejc, T•RTAR2IS nission.

S',_. e_. Repeat the preceding five steps to adjust attri-
";on factors for non-US-NATO vs non-USSR WP and other combinations of
<O•,oi 1% iorc2es represented in KiV scoreboards for each combat posture,
iS necessary.
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APPENDIX L

OTHER MODELS/WAR GAMES CONSIDERED

L-1. INTRODUCTION. During the course of tf,is study, several simula-
tions and war games, in addition to those selected as components of the
alternatives evaluated in Chapter 3, were examined as potential candi-
dates. Those given serious consideration, but subsequently rejected as
candidate models, are listed in paragraph L-2 with the reasons for
rejection.

L-2. MODELS AND WARGAMES CONSIDERED AND REJECTED

Model/wargame Reason(s) rejected

AMMORATES Models Considered as a candidate to be interfaced
with CHEMCAS or NUFAM III for the development of
integrated combat samples. Not selected because
they are being replaced by COSAGE. However, the
AMMORATES Models have been retained in a backup
capacity.

SCORES III Considered as a candidate for the development of
division and corps level integrated combat samples.
Rejected as too time consuming: one 6-hour period of
simulated war for a corps requires over a week of
gaming and analysis. Also rejected on the basis
of resources required; two mainframe and several micro-
computers operated by a large team of gamers.

ICOR Considered as a candidate for the development of
corps level combat samples. Rejected as too time
consuming; several months of set-up time plus 1 week
of gaming for 24 hours of battle time.

INWARS Considered as a theater level model to replace CEM.
Rejected due to the significant software develop-
ment remaining to get the model fully operational.

L- 1
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APPENDIX M

DATA TRANSF2RS

M-1. GENERAL. Until the development of inui,,idual models capable of
simulating the synergistic effects of combinations of conventional,
chemical, and nuclear weapons, these effects must be developed by inter-
facing or aggregating the results of separate simulations. Often these
simulations do not enjoy tne advantage of having common computer lan-
guages and formats in their working files. Transfers of data between
models can become a tedious effort and divert valuable ti.e from ana-
lytical efforts. In anticipation of this problem, the st-ody team de-
voted considerable effort towarJ determining tne level ot urfort re-
quired to develop computer assisted data transfer routines to facilitate
the interaction of two models connon to every methodological alterna-
tive--NUFAM and COSAGE. In view of the potential of this project to
support integrated analyses over and above this project, that effort
will be continued as an independent effort. Doring the cwiduct of this
study, it was discovered mhat programers at CACDA nad developed a soft-
ware interface capable of converting the output of chemical or nuclear
programs into the proper fornat for input to a combat simulation model.
This interface inputs integrated warfare data to the JIFFY game used for
integrated Scores 111. The general description of that interface in
paragraph M-2 and Figure M-1 are provided as a demonstration of the fea-
sibility and utility of such developments and their potential for de-
creasing the operational burden in methodological alternatives.

M-2. CHEMCAS-JIFFY INTERFACE. Scores III is a corps level game being
fought in a series of critical incidents (usually about 6 hours of com-
bat time each). Integrated warfare data are infused between the play of
critical incidents and require the transfer of information between two
computers (UNIVAC and CDC). Chemical casualties and a chemical effec-
tiveness factor must be taken from the CHEMCAS Model (UNIVAC, two-word,
six-character format) and restructured as input to the JIFFY Force File
(CDC, 2 words, 10 characters). A similar operation is required to in-
fuse nuclear attrition data. This transfer of data, if accomplished
manually, could add 2 or 3 days to the cycle time botween critical inci-
dents and would require the services of at least two analysts. CACDA
has developed a data translator which will accomplish this task in a
series of three short runs (about 10 minutes each for a corps). The
translator interfaces witn a working force file (called 13 -iain) which
carries the units played in JIFFY formatted for the UiNIvAC compuLer.
The integration of nuclear and chpmical data is done in two discrete
steps. The nuclear attritiori ui applied first, anu a r .vdated ,nit
population is then used in the CiiEMCAS Model to derive chemical attri-
tion and a chemical effectiveiess factor. The degradatilr' factor is
computed by UNIT/MOPP/mannIny level ano Is used t;) simulate reduced unit
effectiveness by reducing the ra½l, rf fire for units Lhat hoave been sub-
jected to chemical attack. This accounts f,.Vr Lwc. of the three traTrslator
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runs. The third run uses a subroutine of the translator to break down
personnel casualties into individual casualties (infantry) and crew
casualties (armor and artillery). This run precedes the unit population
update used to structure the force for the application of CHEMCAS.

M-2
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APPENDIX N

QUALITY ASSURANCE

N-I. BACKGROUND. CAA policy requires each study team to establish a
quality assurance (QA) program to assure accuracy and reliability of the
study results as they are affected by the validity of, and input data
to, the applied methodologies. The program is designed to ensure that
study results are based on valid data and models. During the course of
this project, QA activities were conducted in accordance with that policy.

N-2. PURPOSE. The purpose of this appendix is to summarize the QA ac-
tivities conducted during this feasibility study.

a. Input Data. The data concerned involve the capabilities and
limitations of component simulations used in the development of methodo-
logical alternatives. In all cases, the project team members spoke di-
rectly with personnel currently or recently involved as analysts, opera-
tors, or developers of the models/routines concerned and requested that
they provide estimates as to model availability, capabilities, and esti-
mates of resource requirements. These individuals (both internal and
external to CAA) were briefed on the intended uses of these models in
alternative methodologies and the nature of modifications and interfaces
anticipated in relating them to the other components, and these were
considered in making their estimates. Additional validation of data was
developed by joint participation with members of the Middle East Re-
quirements Analysis study team in evaluating simulations of mutual in-
terest. In the evaluation of the TRM operated in the standalone mode,
demonstration runs were made to verify estimates of its capabilities.

b. Study Team Estimates. The single quantitative factor used in the
evaluation of methodological alternatives is the estimate of TMM re-
quired for methodology development. In many cases, these estimates re-
late to models still in the final stages of development and to inter-
faces not formally considered prior to this study. To ensure the accu-
racy of these estimates, the study team was divided into independent
groups to develop initial values. When differences were found, input
data were reverified, and experienced analysts/modelers outside the team
were consulted to assist in developing the final estimate.

c. Product Review Board (PRB). This feasibility study report was
reviewed by a CAA Product Review Board between 18 and 20 May 1981 in
accordance with CAA Memorandum 5-2, 15 October 1976.

N-i


